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THIS AGREEMENT is made effective January 1, 1994 by and between the
CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE (hereinafter referred to as the "CITY") and
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC., LOCAL 1000, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO, with
its headquarters at 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210,
city of poughkeepsie unit, Dutchess county Local #814 (hereinafter
referred to as the "ONION").
. I T N B S S B T H :
WHEREAS, the UNION has been designated and selected by a majority
of the employees in the unit hereafter described for the purpose of
collective bargaining in regard to hours of work, wages and working
conditions and the settlement of grievances; and
WHEREAS, it is the desire of both parties to this Agreement to
negotiate collectively with regard to hours of work, wages and
working conditions in order to (a) promote harmonious and
cooperati ve relationships between government and its employees, (b)
to protect the public by assuring, at all times, the orderly and
uninterrupted operation and function of government, (c) to
recognize the legitimate interests of the employees, (d) to promote
fair and reasonable working conditions, and (e) to provide a basis
of the adjustment of matters of mutual interests by means of
amicable discussion.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual convenants and
agreements hereinafter contained, the parties hereby agree to as
follows:
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
SECTION 1~ Pursuant to Section 207 of Article 14 of the New
York State civil Service Law (also known as the Public Employees'
Fair Employment Act), the CITY hereby recognizes the UNION as the
sole and exclusive representative for the employees of the unit as
defined herein for the purpose of collective negotiations with
respect to wages, hours and other working conditions and with
respect to the administration of grievances arising under this
Agreement.
ARTICLE II
REPRESENTATION
SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 207 of the New York State civil
Service Law, the CITY agrees that the UNION shall have unchallenged
representation status for the maximum period permitted by law.
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SECTION 2. This Agreement shall apply to all employees of the
CITY of Poughkeepsie, New York holding a position by appointment or
employment in the service of the CITY excluding for the purpose of
representation, however, (A) uniformed personnel of the police and
fire departments, (B) all elected employees, (C) all officers and
employees listed below:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1)
m)
n)
0)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
City Administrator
Commissioner of Finance
Superintendent of Public Works
City Engineer
Planning Director
Corporation Counsel
Assistant Corporation Counsels
Assessor
Recreation Superintendent
Chief Code Enforcement Officer
City Judge
Assistant City Judge
City Clerk
Chief Building Inspector and Building Inspector
Secretary to the City Administrator
Secretaries to Corporation Counsel/Legal Stenographer
Plumbing Inspector
Deputy Commissioner of Finance
Personnel Administrator
Secretary to the Mayor'
Budget Analyst and/or Assistant City
Administrator for Budget Administration
v) Data Processing Supervisor
w) Development Director
x) Economic Development Director
y) Property Development Director
z) Social Development Director
aa) Contract Supervisor
-bb( Planning Supervisor
cc) Equal Employment Opportunity Officer
dd) Account Clerk/Steno - Commissioner of Finance
ee) City AUditor
ff) Public Relation Officer
gg) Water Maintenance Superintendent
hh) Assistant Superintendent of Public Works (2)
and
Street Maintenance Supervisor (1)
ii) Chief Water Treatment Plant Operator
jj) Realty Officer/Relocation Director
kk) Assistant Engineers
11) Purchasing Agent
rom) Sanitation Supervisor or Sanitation Foreman
(D) seasonal employees, (E) temporary workers, (F) any new position
created by the CITY which, by mutual agreement, may be excluded.
2
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SECTION 3. This Agreement shall apply to part-time employees
who are employed on a regularly scheduled twelve (12) month basis
of no less than twenty (20) hours per week.
SECTION 4. Anything herein contained to
notwithstanding, this Agreement shall apply to
under any government program, of a duration of
more, which is implemented. in and by the City
provided that:
the contrary
employees hired
one (1) year or
of Poughkeeps ie
( 1)
(2)
(3)
said right of representation shall cease upon
termination of the program;
employees of such programs shall not be
prohibited from representation under any other
agreement; and
employees of such programs meet the
requirements of all other applicable federal,
state and local laws.
SECTION s. Employees of programs described in Section 4 of this
Article shall, upon termination of said programs, receive
preferential status in regard to employment in any vacant permanent
CITY position, provided that the employee meets all other
requirements ~or that position.
ARTICLE III
EMPLOYEE ORGANIZATION RIGHTS
SECTION 1. Exclusive negotiations with the UNION. During the
term of this Agreement, the CITY will not negotiate with any other
employee organization in reference to terms and conditions of
employment of employees covered by this A.greement, subject to
Article 14 of the Civil Service Law.
SECTrON 2. Payroll Deduction: The CITY agrees to deduct from
the wages of the employees and remit to the UNION, 143 Washington
Avenue, Albany I New York, regular membership dues for those
employees who sign authorizations permitting such payroll
deduction. The CITY also agrees to deduct from the payroll union
sponsored insurance and benefit program premiums as may be
authorized by the employees who agree to enroll in the programs
available from the UNION as fringe benefits or membership. The
CITY further agrees that an "Agency Shop" fee equal to the amount
of dues paid by the UNION members shall be deducted from those
individuals choosing not to become UNION members. This amount
shall be forwarded by separate check to the CSEA on the same basis
as dues.
SECTION 3. The CITY recognizes the right of the employees to
designate through election or by appointment of elected officers,
representatives of the UNION, including field staff representatives
3
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of the association, to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries,
working conditions of this Agreement and other terms and co"ditions
of employment and to visit employees during scheduled or regular
working hours subject to reasonable limitations, as set forth in
this Article.
A.
B.
C.
The CITY shall perform its obligation under
this Agreement in a fair and impartial manner
and shall not discriminate against any
employee for reasons of sex, race, color,
creed, national origin, religion or marital
status.
The UNION shall have the right to post
notices and other communications with regard to
association business on bulletin boards maintained
on the premises of the CITY.
The UNION and its representatives shall have
access to the premises of the CITY for the
purpose o~ transacting any necessary
CITY/UNION business, subject to the approval
of the City Administratoror his designee.
D. Officers of the UNION shall be granted
necessary time to carryon official UNION
business within reasonable limitations.
E. The UNION will forward a list containing the
name of elected officers, committee members
and six (6) shop stewards to the City
Administrator. The City Administrator will
also be advised of any and all changes in the
local UNION administration.
-F. UNION officers will be allowed reasonable time
to attend to Association matters and at least
two (2) such officers shall be allowed to
attend state and county conferences without
loss of payor leave. However, a maximum of
twelve (12) man days per year will be allowed.
G. A committee shall be established and comprised
of bargaining unit representatives and CITY
representatives which shall discuss and
suggest alternatives to layoffs in the event
layoffs are to occur. Said committee shall be
advisory only with no power to negotiate the
issue of layoffs.
H. A Joint Labor-Management Committee will be
created to discuss issues of concern to the
4
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UNION and the CITY.
ARTICLE IV
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
SECTION 1.. The CITY retains the right to manage its business
affairs and services and to direct the working force, including,
but not limited to, the right to decide the number and location of
its business and service operations, the business and service
operations to be conducted and rendered, the control of the
buildings, real estate materials, vehicles, parts, tools, machinery
and all equipment which may be used in the operation of its
business or supplying its services, to determine whether and to
what extent the work required in operating its business and
supplying its services shall be performed by employees covered by
this Agreement, to maintain order and efficiency in all its
departments and operations, including the right to discipline,
suspend and discharge employees for causei to hire, layoff,
assign, promote and. determine qualifications of employee; to
determine the starting and quitting time and the number of hours to
be worked.
SECTION 2. All rights of the CITY under this Agreement are
subject to such regulations governing the exercise of said rights
as are expressly provided in this Agreement or provided in Article
14 of the Civil Service Law of the state of New York or other
relevant statutes.
SECTION 3. The rights of the CITY listed above are not all
inclusive, but indicate the type of matters or rights which belong
to and are inherent in the CITY. Any and all rights, powers and
authority the CITY had prior to entering this Agreement are
retained by the CITY, except as expressly and specifically
~bridged, granted or modified by this Agreement.
SECTI<>N -4. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construedas
delegating to others the authority conferred by law on any CITY
official or in any way reducing or abridging such authority, but
this Agreement shall be construed as requiring said CITY officials
to follow the procedures and policies herein described
to the extent they are applicable, in the exercise of the authority
upon them by law.
ARTICLE V
NO STRIKE PROVISION
SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 207(3) of Article 14 of the New
York State Civil Service Law, the UNION hereby affirms that it does
not assert the right to strike against any government, to assist or
participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation to
conduct, assist or participate in such a strike. According to said
Article 14 of the New York State civil Service Law, the definition
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of a strike includes any concerted work stoppage or work slowdown.
SECTION 2. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
limit the rights, remedies or duties of the CITY, or the rights,
remedies or duty of the UNION or employees under state Law.
ARTICLE VI
WORKING CONDITIONS
SECTION 1. The following items of travel expense shall be
allowed to all employees as represented by the UNION:
a), Mileage allowance of seventeen cents ($0.17) per mile
when personal car is used on travel to and from
conferences or for job purposes.
b)
c)
overtime meal allowance of six dollars ($6.00) for all
employees who must work overtime in excess of four (4)
hours. This meal allotment shall be a one time payment
for any consecutive period of time worked in excess of
four (4) hours; and shall not be paid for each four (4)
hour period after the initial four (4) hour period worked
on a consecutive basis.
with respect to automobile insurance, an employee who
used his/her personal car for job purposes shall be
reimbursed by the CITY in an amount not to exceed FIFTY
DOLLARS ($50.00) for the additional cost of said
insurance necess itated by such business use upon the
presentation by the employee of an itemized receipted
bill from his insurance carrier.
SECTION 2. The following items shall be provided with respect
to job security:
a) Uniform wage made for all employees similarly classified.
b) Each employee will receive a copy of any document which
is made a part of his/her personnel folder. Employees
shall have access, upon reasonable notice, to their
personnel file and, further, shall have the right to
reply to any material in the file. After material has
been in an employee's file for one year, an employee may
formally request removal of said material. Additionally,
the CITY shall review all personnel files each year with
the decision as to what is to be removed remaining solely
with the CITY. No material older than three (3) years
may be used in a disciplinary action.
c) No employee classification is to be changed without prior
notice to and consultation with said employee and
notification to Unit President or designee. The CITY
6
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d)
e)
agrees that there shall be no change in the salary grade
.of job titles of the employees with the bargaining unit
unless also agreed to in writing by the CSEA president.
This clause shall not be interpreted to relate to title
changes and concomitant grade changes pursuant to a re-
classification survey conducted by the Dutchess County
Department of civil Service.
Notice of civil service exams shall be conspicuously
posted.
If any title or position is abolished by the CITY, the
employee so affected will be given first consideration
for appointment to a comparable position in CITY service.
f) All vacancies in CITY jobs are to be posted in all
appropriate CITY departments so that qualified CITY
employees may have the opportunity to apply for same.
Each vacancy shall be posted for a minimum of ten (lO)
working days. The CITY agrees that seniority shall be a
prime factor for filling the vacancies pursuant to this
sub-section.
g) The CITY shall review every six (6) months the status of
temporary employment and shall make a diligent effort to
provide permanent status wherever possible.
h) Every original appointment to be a position in the non-
competitive, competitive or labor class shall be for a
probationary term of not less than eight (8) nor more
than twenty-six (26) weeks.
i) The CITY agrees to provide for the cleaning and
maintenance of uniforms worn by the bus drivers pursuant
to a procedure and schedule adopted by the CITY.
j) Layoffs: All other factors being equal, based on
Management's right to determine employee work
performance, all layoffs for non-competitive and labor
class employees will be in inverse order of seniority.
All other factors again being equal, recalls to work
shall be in order of seniority with the notice of recall
being sent to an employee's last known address.
Employees shall retain their right for recall for four
(4) years after layoff. All competitive class layoffs
will be accomplished as above except that seniority shall
be the sole and determining factor in the order of
layoffs and recall.
k) The layoff unit and the work assignment unit shall be all
within City Hall for employees working within City Hall
and all employees within the Department of Public Works
7
"for those employees working within the Department of
Public Works. A determination of seniority for layoff
purposes shall be made within the layoff unit. Work
assignments, subject to job titles, shall be made
anywhere within the work assignment unit. The CITY
reserves the right, as a management right, and for
purposes of efficiency or convenience, to change, from
time to time, the work assignment, within jOb titles,
within the work assignment unit.
SECTION 3. The CITY shall provide free,parking spaces in the
Municipal Building during working hours, for members of the CSEA
unit, effective January 1, 1996.
SECTION 4. For the purpose of accumulation only all leave
specified in Article XI, XII, XIII and XV shall be computed on the
basis of normal hours of work per week divided by five (5).
Parties further agree the CITY shall have the right to reopen
negotiations with respect to this method of leave time accumulation
during the life of this Agreement.
"
SECTION s. The UNION and the CITY agree to establish an
evaluation program and that both parties agree to discuss the
implementation and impact to the employees within the
Labor/Management Committee.
ARTICLE VII
COMPENSATION
SECTION 1. Compensation shall be modified as herein set forth -
the salar? schedule in effect December 31, 1993 shall be increased
by ~ percent across the board effective January 1, 1994 (Appendix
"A") .
SECTION 2. The salary schedule in effect December 31, 1994
shall be increased by 2 percent across the board effective January
1, 1995 (Appendix "A-ltl).
SECTION 3. The salary schedule in effect December 31, 1995
shall be increased by 2.5 percent across the board effective
January 1, 1996 (Appendix "A-2") .
SECTION 4. The salary schedule in effect December 31, 1996
shall be increased by 3 percent across the board effective January
1, 1997 (Appendix "A-3t1).
SECTION s. The salary schedule in effect December 31, 1997
8
shall be increased by 3 percent across the board effective January
1, 1998 (Appendix "A-4") .
. .
SECTXON 6. The salary increases herein provided shall be
retroactive to January 1, 1994 for all employees on the payroll of
the CITY of poughkeepsie as of the date that this Agreement is
ratified by the members of CSEA and approved by the Common Council
of the City of poughkeepsie.
SECTXON 7. Salaries for each of the five (5) years set forth
above shall be paid in accordance with the salary schedule of the
CITY, which is annexed hereto and marked Appendix "A" to Appendix
"A-4".
SECTION 8. All employees hired after July 1, 1988 shall be paid
a salary ten percent (10%) below step 1 as set forth in Appendix
"A" to Appendix "A-4" for a period of six (6) months from date of
hire. Said employees shall then be moved to step 1 of the salary
schedule for a period of one (1) calendar year. Thereafter, said
employees shall be moved to step 2.
SECTION 9. All members of the UNION who are required to work
during the second shift shall be paid a "shift differential" of six
cents ($0.06) per hour and all employees who are required to work
on the third shift shall be paid a "shift differential" of twelve
cents ($0.12) per hour.
SECTION 10. The CITY shall replace tools that are broken or worn
out on CITY business provided that old tools are turned in.
SECTION 11. The CITY may, at itselection,implementa bi-weekly
payroll; provided, however, that such implementation shall not
commence prior to the time that the CITY also commences a bi-weekly
pay period for the PBA or the Fire Fighters. The right of the CITY
set for!h in the preceding provision for a bi-weekly pay period
shall continue in effect until changed by agreement of the parties.
The implementation shall be phased in so as to lessen impact upon
employees.
ARTICLE VIII
LONGEVITY
SECTION 1. Pursuant to the sa lary plan annexed hereto as
Appendix "A" , "A-1", employees who have been in continuous full
time employment with the CITY and have completed ten (10), fifteen
(15), twenty (20) and twenty-five (25) years respectively, shall be
entitled to longevity increases as shown in Appendix "A" to "A-4".
SECTION 2. Longevity
anniversary date.
shall be effective following the
9
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ARTICLE IX
WORK DAY - WORK WEEK
SECTION 1. City Hall Employees: The work day for City Hall
employees shall consist of seven (7) hours per day, from 8:30 a.m.
until 4:30 pm., with one (1) hour for lunch. The work week for
city Hall employees shall consist of five (5) days, Monday through
Friday.
SECTION 2. Engineering Department: The work week for the
Engineering Department employees shall consist of seven (7) hours
per day, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with one (1) hour for lunch.
The work week for Engineering Department employees shall consist of
five (5) days, Monday through Friday.
SECTION 3. Sewer Department:
shifts as follows:
Employees shall work three (3)
8:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:00 midnight -
4:00 p.m.
12:00 midnight
8:00 a.m.
Thirty (30) minutes is allowed for lunch. Shifts are rotated on a
seven (7) day basis. Schedules indicating such forty (40) hour
shifts will be provided to Sewer Department employees.
SECTION 4. Water Treatment Department:
three (3) shifts as follows: Employees shall work
7:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m.
An alternative shift of 7AM - 7 PM and 7 PM - 7 AM may be worked
by the o~erators.
Twenty (20) minutes is allowed for lunch. Shifts are rotated on a
seven (7) day basis. Schedules indicating such forty (40) hour
shifts will be provided to Water Department employees.
Water Repair employees shall work shifts as follows:
7:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
SECTION 5. Public Works Department: Employees shall work
shifts as follows, unless otherwise specified by the Department to
meet the needs of the Department:
Administration 7:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
12 : 30 a. m.
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Streets 7:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
Garage 7:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
Sewer Repair 7:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
Trees 7:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
Buildings 7:30 a.m. 4:00 p.m.4:00 p.m. 12:30 a.m.
")
Flusher and
street Cleaning 7:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
* Street cleaning
employees will work on
seven (7) day rotating
shifts.
Sanitation employees will work the following shift:
Shift A: 6:00 a.m.
Five (5) consecutive days
Thirty minutes (30) is allowed for an uninterrupted lunch period.
2:30 p.m.
SECTION 6. Parks and Recreation Department: Employees of the
Parks and Recreation Department shall work the following shifts
unless otherwise specified to meet recreational needs:
7:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m.
Employees will be scheduled to meet recreational needs and will be
advised as to those schedules at the commencement of each activity.
Thirty (30) minutes is allowed for lunch.
SECTION 6A. (1) Bus Department: Bus Drivers, who shall punch in
on time clocks, shall work the following shifts:
6:00 a.m.
12:20 p.m. 12:40 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
(2) The Transit Department shall have the right to
mandate overtime and require employees to work certain holidays at
11
the discretion of the Department. Employees working holidays shall
be paid for the holiday plus time and 'one-half for time worked.
SECTION 7. Parking Department employees will generally work a.
five day, 40 hour week. The Parking Department has the right to
revise work week schedules to meet the needs of the Department in
the sole discretion of the Department.
SECTION 8. Fire Alarm Dispatchers
7:00 a.m.
5:00 p.in.
schedule worked by other fire dispatchers.
5:00 p.m.
7: 00 a. m. or any
SECTION 9. Police Department
Dispatchers 8:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
. 12:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
Det. Police Asst. 8:00 a.m.
(Monday - Friday) 4:00 p.m.
Record Police Asst. 8:30 a.m.
(Monday
- Friday)
4:30 p.m.
Police Asst.
Youth Division 9:00 a.m.
(Monday
- Friday)
9:00 a.m.
(Tuesday
- Saturday)
5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
The Police Department has the right to revise the above work
schedule t~ meet the needs of the Department.
SECTIGN fo. All employees of the CITY will be allowed a ten (10)
minute coffee break before their assigned lunch and a ten (10)
minute coffee break after their assigned lunch period. The coffee
break will be assigned by the Department Head and if the privilege
to the coffee break is abused by the employee, the Department Head
may remove the right to a coffee break from the abuser.
SECTION 11. All lunch periods will be assigned by the Department
Head at his/her discretion.
SECTION 12. The CITY maintains the right to schedule additional
shifts to meet the requirements of the CITY but agrees that no
arbitrary shift change shall occur in order to avoid overtime.
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ARTICLE X
OVERTIME
SECTION 1. Employees shall be paid for overtime at time and
one-half ( 1 1/2) of their regular hourly rate. Overtime shall be
interpreted as anything in excess of eight (8) hours per day or
forty (40) hours per week except those employees who are regularly
scheduled on a ten (10) hour day. For said ten (10) hour shifts,
overtime will be interpreted as anything over ten (10) hours per
day or forty (40) hours per week. Those persons whose schedule
calls for a thirty-five (35) hour week shall receive compensatory
time or straight time pay for the first five (5) hours in excess of
thirty-five (35) hours and time and one-half (11/2) hours in
excess of forty (40) hours per week. Authorized leave days and/or
holidays constitute a day worked in calculating overtime.
SECTION 2. The CITY agrees that employees represented by the
UNION shall not be called out for additional duty for a period of
less than four (4) hour for which he will be paid at the overtime
rate or for which he will receive compensatory time. This benefit
is not applicable to be a hold-over or early report situation.
The Transit Department has the right to mandate overtime and
require employees to work on Holidays. Employees working on
holidays shall be paid for the holiday plus time and one-half for
time worked.
ARTICLE XI:
HOLIDAYS
SECTION 1. All employees of the CITY represented by the UNION
shall be granted the fallowing official paid holidays: New Year's
Day, Martin Luther Kinq Day, washinqton's Birthday, Decoration Day,
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veterans Day, Thanksqivinq
Day, Fr~ay after Thanksqivinq, Christmas and Good Friday.
ARTICLE XI:I
PERSONAL LEAVE
SECTION 1. All full-time employees, including provisional and
probationary, will be allowed three (3) days of personal leave in
one (1) calendar year, at such time as the employee requests
subject to the approval of the Department Head. Unused personal
leave time from one (1) year may not be carried over to the next
year. However, employees shall be allowed to accumulate one (1)
personal leave day each year which shall be added to the employee's
accumulated sick leave as of January 1st of the following year.
Employees must make this election as of December 31 of each year.
Personal leave is allowed to permit employees to attend to personal
affairs that cannot be accommodatedoutside of working hours.
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SECTION 2. Funeral leave shall be permitted in accordance with
the CITY of Poughkeepsie Leave Plan as adopted by the Common
Council and as may be amended from time to time~
ARTICLE XIII
SICK LEAVE
SECTION 1. An employee on sick leave shall continue to accrue
both vacation leave and sick leave upon satisfactory evidence as to
current illness or injury.
SECTION 2. Employees will receive written notification of
accrued sick leave at the beginning of each calendar year.
SECTION 3. All employees represented by the UNION shall receive
an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of their accumulated sick
leave at termination of employment, provided, however, that an
employee shall not be entitled to the benefits of this Section if
(s)he has not been regularly and continuously employed for a period
of five (5) years prior to termination of employment, and provided
further that sick leave will be allowed to be accumulated without
limitation; provided, however, that any accumulated days of sick
leave exceeding 180 days, will not be included in any computation
for payment upon separation, retirement, discharge or otherwise,
and provided further that such termination of employment shall not
be a result of charges placed against the employee.
SECTION 4. SICK LEAVE MONITORING SYSTEM. The CITY and CSEA
agree that the annexed Sick Leave Monitoring System, marked
Appendix "B", shall be incorporated into and made a part of this
Agreement as if fully set forth herein, and shall be in addition to
the terms governing sick leave and supersede any inconsistent
provisions governing sick leave as contained-in the CITY Leave Plan
annexed hereto and made a part hereof as Appendix "c" of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE XIV
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
SECTION 1. A leave of absence without pay may be provided to
supplement or in lieu of sick or vacation time after prior written
approval by the Department Head and the city Administrator, and in
accordance with the Family Medical Leave Act of 1993.
SECTION 2. A leave of absence without pay shall be allowed for
educational purposes when the courses to be taken pertain to the
employee's job subject. Such courses must have prior written
approval by the Department Head and the city Administrator.
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ARTICLE XV
V~C~TION
SECTION 1. All members represented by the UNION shall be
entitled to vacation as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
Two (2) full weeks of vacation after one (1) full year of
continuous full-time employment.
Three (3) weeks of vacation after five (5) full years of
continuous full-time employment.
Four (4) weeks of vacation after fourteen (14) full years
of continuous full-time employment. .
Five (5) weeks of vacation after eighteen (18) full years
of continuous full-time employment.
SECTION 2. All members hired on or after January 1, 1991 shall
not be entitled to the provisions of Section 1 of this Article xv.
Such employees shall be entitled to vacation as follows:
a)
b)
Two (2) full weeks of vacation after one (1) full year of
continuous full-time employment.
Three (3) weeks of vacation after five (5) full years of
continuous full-time employment.
c) Four (4) weeks' of vacation after fourteen (14) full years
of continuous full-time employment.
SECTION 3.
a) An employee shall be entitled to draw two (2) weeks' pay
in 9dvance for vacation purposes providing the request
for such payment is presented to the Department Head and
the Commissioner of Finance at least three (3) weeks
prior to the desired date of commencement of leave.
b) Employees shall be allowed to apply no later than
November 1st of each year to carryover more than one (1)
week of vacation into the next year. Such employee would
be allowed to carryover the additional vacation only
upon the specific approval of the City Administrator,
such approval shall be within the sole discretion' of the
City Administrator. .
c) In the event an employee is unable, because of the
requirements of his/her workload or the direction of his
Department Head, through no fault of his own, to use his
current vacation, (s)he shall be entitled to carry such
accumulation forward upon notice to the City
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Administrator.
ARTICLE XVI
RETIREMENT
SECTION 1. All employees of the CITY represented by the UNION
who are members of the New York state Retirement System shall be
entitled to benefits under Section 75-g of the New York state
Retirement Law.
ARTICLE XVII
HOSPITALIZATION
SECTION 1. CITY will offer members plan of Hospitalization and
Major Medical benefits through providers such as Empire Blue Cross
and Blue Shield, CHP-Healthshield Co-Pay 10, and MVP Co-Pay 10+
Health Plan. CITY will pay the full amount of the premiums for
each single or family coverage for members employed with the CITY
as of 12/31/88. The CITY is not obligated to retain a particular
provider, and CITY reserves the right to replace an existing health
plan with a comparable plan. CITY will consult with the UNION
should it seek to explore alternate health providers.
B.) All members hired on or after January 1, 1989 will
be required to fund 20% of the cost of such health plan
selected by the member.
c.) Prescription Drugs - CITY may elect to provide
members with drug benefits under Empire.Blue Cross and
Blue Shield or alternate carriers that mirrors the
statewide Empire Plan with regard to co-pay and type of
drugs covered which took effect July 1,. 1991.
SECTION 2. All employees of the CITY represented by the UNION
shall- be entitled to elect the optional CHP-Healthshield or MVP
coverage provided that (s)he shall be required to pay the
difference between the cost of the Empire Blue Cross - Blue Shield
and such Healthshield (HMO) coverage.
SECTION 3. Any employee of the CITY represented by the UNION
who has family coverage through his/her spouse's employer, shall
not be eligible for family coverage by the CITY. The employee so
covered shall have the option of receiving single coverage for
him/herself or receiving the annual payment pursuant to Section 4
of this Article XVII. Each employee shall certify, in writing, to
the CITY whether or not they have family coverage provided through
his or her spouse's employer and shall provide such other
information the CITY shall require concerning said coverage.
SECTION 4. Any employee of the CITY represented by the UNION
shall, at the employee's election, receive the annual sum of
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$750.00 in the event such employee who is eligible for family
coverage and elects to refrain from enrollment in the
hospitalization and medical insurance program otherwise offered by
the CITY. Subject to the enrollment rules of the hospitalization
and medical plans, any employee electing to refrain from coverage
may re-enroll at the earliest opportunity permitted by any such
plan. In the event an employee elects to refrain from coverage
during a year, or elects to rejoin during the year, the $750.00
payment shall be pro-rated so as to reflect the portion of the year
during which the employee was in the employ of the CITY and
refrained from enrollment within the hospital or medical plans. As
part of, the application process, the employee must show proof of
some other hospitalization/medical coverage to the CITY and UNION.
Where appropriate proof has been shown, the Unit President or
designee shall sign the application form along with the CITY and
employee.
CITY shall advise CSEA Unit Presidentor designee, in writing, when
an employee makes application.
. ARTICLE XVIII
INSURANCE
SECTION 1. All employees of the CITY represented by the UNION
shall be provided with a TWENTY THOUSAND ($20,000.00) DOLLAR group
term life insurance policy for which all premiums are to be paid by
the CITY during his period of employment, which benefit shall
survive this Agreement.
SECTION 2. Upon retirement as described under the New York
state Retirement and Social Security Law, and for the life of the
member, the CITY will pay the full amount of the premium for each
employee for a group term life insurance policy in the amount of
TWO THOUSAND DOLLARS ($2,000.00).
SECTIUN 3. The above benef it shall not apply to an employee who
terminates his employment under charges.
ARTICLE XIX
DISABILITY INSURANCE
SECTION 1. Effective January 1, 1996, the CITY shall provide to
all members represented by the UNION, benefits as described in
section 202 of the New York state Worker's Compensation Law, known
as the "disability benefits law."
ARTICLE XX
DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN .
SECTION 1. Effective January 1, 1996, all employees of the CITY
represented by the UNION shall be eligible to participate in the
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New York state Deferred Compensation Plan. The New York state
Deferred Compensation Plan is subject to the provisions of Section
457 of the Internal Revenue Code. The plan is a voluntary
retirement savings program. Participation in the plan is subject
to the terms and conditions of the plan, as the same may change
from time to time.
The CITY shall not be obligated to contribute to the plan on behalf
of any employee or for any other reason. The CITY shall not be
obligated to provide an alternative IRC Action 457 Plan in the
event that the New York state Deferred compensation Plan is
discontinued or becomes unavailable to CITY employees.
ARTICLE XXI
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE
SECTION 1. The CITY will provide funds in the form of
educational assistance for those employees seeking to further their
formal education in the area of their job assignments by providing
a reimbursement of up to seventy-five (75%) of tuition cost upon
satisfactory completion of the course.
SECTION 2. Written prior approval must be granted by the
Department Head and the city Administrator before an employee is
entitled to such benefit.
ARTICLE XXII
SENIORITY
SECTION 1. Seniority shall be observed as provided by the civil
Service Law with the continuation of the work of the department
taking first priority. No seniority shall be allowed for the time
spent as a temporary employee or a provisional employee. Part-time
employees shall be included under this Article if they shall work
a regular work scheduleat a minimum of twenty (20) hours per week.
SECTION 2. All seniority shall be as of the date of first
permanent appointment.
SECTION 3. Any employee having a permanent appointment in the
non-competitive class shall upon entering the competitive service
start his seniority in that classification as of the date of the
competitive class.
SECTION 4. Seniority from date of employment in the department
shall be considered by the head of the department in the scheduling
of vacations, and in the allocation of overtime on a rotating
basis.
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ARTICLB DIll
LEAVE PLAN
SECTION 1. The existing "C! ty of pouqhkeepsie Leave Plan",
attached hereto and marked Appendix "C", shall be incorporated into
and made a part of this Agreement as if fully set forth herein
except that any provisions of this Agreement which change, modify
or are in conflict with the provisions of said Leave Plan shall
supersede and take precedence over the provisions of said Leave
Plan.
ARTICLB XXIV
GRIEVANCE AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE
SECTION 1. A grievance shall be ,defined as an alleged
violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.
Both parties to this Agreement recognize the mutual benefit of
resolving grievances at the earliest possible stage. . In an effort
to promote the amicable resolution of grievances both parties
further agree that each will make every attempt to resolve issues
informally. The formal grievance procedure shall be as follows:
STEP 1.
STEP 2.
STEP 3.
Alleged grievances must be submitted
in writing to the appropriate
department head with thirty (30)
working days after the occurrence
complained of. The department head
shall have ten (10) working days
after receipt of the grievance
within which to return a written
reply. The grievance shall be in a
form as approved by the parties and
shall contain the date the problem
arose, a complete statement of the
problem, and the relief requested.
In the event no answer is received
within ten (10) working days or the
answer received is unsatisfactory at
step 1, the grievant shall have ten
(10) working days within which he
may then submit the grievance in
writing to the CITY Administrator.
The CITY Administrator shall have
ten (10) working days after receipt
within which to return a written
reply.
In the event no answer is received
within ten (10) working days or the
answer received is unsatisfactory at
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Step 2, the grievant shall then have
ten (10) working days within which
to submit the grievance to binding
arbitration. The parties agree that
either the Public Employment
Relations Board or the American
Arbitration Association shall be the
administrative agency responsible
for assisting the parties in the
arbitration process.
The parties agree that the decision of the arbitrator shall be
final and binding on each and in no event will either party have
recourse to any other means of review. All just costs incurred
relating to the appointment and services of the arbitration shall
be borne equally by the parties.
NOTE: Timely compliance with steps 1, 2
and 3 of the grievance procedure are
a condition of arbitration and the
failure by a party to timely comply
shall be grounds for the stay of
arbitration.
SECTION 2. All permanently appointed unit employees in the
competitive class who have completed their probationary period
shall be notified of the intention of the CITY to undertake
disciplinary action (including discharge) against them by a Notice
of Charges served upon them personally or by registered mail to
their official address as maintained by the Personnel Department.
All employees shall have eight (8) working days to respond to said
charges by:
(a) executing a statement of election to proceed
pursuant to Section 75 of the Civil Service
Law and then submitting an answer to said
charges pursuant to that Section: or
(b) executing a waiver and accepting the indicated
disciplinary action.
A failure to respond with the time period set
forth shall constitute an election of
alternative" (b)" above and a waiver of all
rights to defend the disciplinary action.
ARTICLE XXV
DRUG' ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY AND PROCEDURES
SECTION 1. The CITY and CSEA agree that the annexed
"Alcohol/Drug POlicy", marked Appendix liD", shall be incorporated
into and made a part of this Agreement as if fully set forth herein
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and shall supersede any inconsistent provisions contained in this
Agreement.
SECTION 2. The CITY and csn agree that the CITY is mandated to
implement drug and alcohol testing of employees as required by the
Omnibus Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991, beginning on
January 1, 1996. A joint committee of three (3) members of the
CSEA and three (3) officials of the CITY shall negotiate the
aspects of the procedure for implementation of the mandated testing
that are subject to collective bargaining requirements. Such
procedure shall become an addendum to the existing "Alcohol/Druq
Policy" between the CITY and csn, annexed hereto as "Appendix E."
ARTICLE XXVI
RESIDENCY REOUIREMENT
SECTION 1. All employees of the city of Poughkeepsie
represented by CSEA shall reside either in the city of Poughkeepsie
or within a ten (10) mile radius of any boundary of the City of
poughkeepsie. A violation of this provision shall result in
immediate termination of title or employment. This provision does
not apply to persons hired or appointed prior to January 1, 1976,
and thereafter promoted.
ARTICLE XXVII
SAVINGS CLAUSE
SECTION 1. If any article or part thereof of this Agreement or
any addition thereto should be decided in violation of any Federal,
State or Local Law, adherence to or enforcement of any Article or
part thereof should be restrained by a Court of Law, the remaining
Articles of the Agreement or any addition thereto shall not be
affected.
ARTICLE XXVIII
PRINTING OF AGREEMENT
SECTION 1. Each employee represented by the UNION shall be
provided with a copy of this entire contract with cost for said
printing to be shared equally by the CITY and the UNION.
ARTICLE XXIX
DURATION
SECTION 1. The effective dates of this contract will be from
January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1998.
ARTICLE XXX
LEGISLATIVE CLAUSE
SECTION 1. It is agreed by and between the parties that any
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provision of this agreement requiring legislative action to permit
the implementation by amendment of law or by providing the
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until the
appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE XXXI
MAINTENANCE OF STANDARDS
Terms and conditions of employment in effect prior to this
Agreement and not changed, modified, or altered by this Agreement
shall remain in effect.
Except as herein specifically set forth in this Agreement between
the parties, each and every term, clause and provision thereof
shall remain in full force and effect.
All terms and conditions of this contract shall remain in full
force and effect until a new contract is signed.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hand and seal
the day and year below wri~ten.
THE CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE
BY:~~
COLETTE LAFUE E
Mayor
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
INC., LOCAL 1000, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO
The CITY of Poughkeepsie Unit
Dutchess County Local #814
By: 2t~ ?/LL.'~ £~
WILLIS WIMBERLY
CSEA Unit president/Neqotiatinq
Chairperson
B~~. B H FRANK
Negotiating vice Chairperson
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By:e ~~-S PARINA
eqional Director
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STATE OF NEW YORK)
) ss:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
On January 17, 1996, before me personally came COLETTE
LAFUENTE, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and
say that deponent resides at Poughkeepsie, NY, deponent is the
Mayor of City of Poughkeepsie, New York, the corporation described
in and which executed, the foregoing instrument; deponent knows the
seal of said corporation; that the seal affixed to said instrument
is such corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the
Common Council of said corporation; deponent signed deponent's name
thereto by like order.
~
/=).~
Notary P lic
STATE OP NEW YORK)
) ss:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
MARIL VN 0 BERSON
NOTARV o. .:::.r.
~':.' ...''Jaw York
aua"~"-" . c' .. Jr-tv
Pr.q'
'
,
-
'1
Comm eJlplf~:.. reo 19. 19~ 1
On January 17, 1996, before me personally came WILLIS
WIMBERLY, to me known, who, being by me duly.sworn, did depose and
say that deponent resides at Poughkeepsie, NY, deponent is the
President of the civil Service Employees Association, Inc., Local
1000,. ~erican Federal of state, County and Municipal Employees,
AFL-CIO, City of Poughkeepsie unit of Dutchess County Local #814,
the corporation described in and which executed, the foregoing
instrument; deponent knows the seal of said co~poration; that the
seal affixed to said instrument is such corporate seal; that it was
so affixed by order of the corporation; deponent signed deponent's
name thereto by like order.
¥ f5.~Notary blic
MARILYN 0 BERSON
NOTARV PUBLIC. State of New Vor\
Qualified In Dutchess County
Reo. No. 02BE4977873
't iComm..,..Feb. 19.19_
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STATE OP NEW YORK )
) ss:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
On January 17, 1996, before me personally came ERZSBBETH
FRANK, to me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say
that deponent resides at poughkeepsie, NY, deponent is the
Negotiatinq Vice Chairperson of the civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., Local 1000, American Pederal of State, County
and Municipal Employees, AJ'L-CIO, CITY of Poughkeepsie Unit of
Dutchess county Local #814, the corporation described in and which
executed, the foregoing instrument; deponent knows the seal of said
corporation; that the seal affixed to said instrument is such
corporate seal; that it was so affixed by order of the corporation;
deponent signed deponent's name thereto by like order.
Notary p~ p.~
MARilYN D BERSON
NOTARVPUBLIC.State of New Ycd
Qualified In Dutchess Counly
Reg No 02BE4977873 tit 7Comm explfes Feb 19. 19_STATE OF NEW YORK) ) ss:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS)
On January, 1996, before me personally. came JAMES PARINA to
me known, who, being by me duly sworn, did depose and say that
deponent resides at Wappingers Falls, NY, deponent is the Regional
Director-of the civil service Employees Association, Inc., Local
1000, American Federal of state, County and Municipal Employees,
APL-CIO, CITY of Poughkeepsie unit of Dutchess County Local #814,
the corporation described in and which executed, the foregoing
instrument; deponent knows the seal of said corporation; that the
seal affixed to said instrument is such corporate seal; that it was
so affixed by order of the corporation; deponent signed deponent's
name thereto by like order.
~
jJ.fJ;r.
Notary Public
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MARILYN 0 BERSON
NOTARV PUBUC. State of New Yo"
au~~e~;; g2~~~~s~7i~U;~ 7
Comm eaplles Feb 19.
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1994 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/94
GRADE STEP'O STEp.1 STEp-2 LONG. 1 LONG'2 LONG.3 LONG.4
01 94 16,313.84 18,126.49 19,346.14 19,841.56 20,336.96 20,833.65 21,329.52
INC IN SALARY 1,812.65 1,219.65 495.42 495.40 496.69 495.87
PER WK 313.73 348.58 372.04 381.56 391.09 400.64 410.18
--- --- - --
-..... ................. ...... ....... -.-......
-
........ .......... ........... ...
94 17,046.28 18,940.32 20,233.30 20,755.57 21,276.53 21,798.78 22,320.64
..NC IN SALARY 1,894.04 1,292.98 522.27 520.96 522.25 521.86
PER WX 327.81 364.23 389.10 399.14 409.16 419.20 429.24
03S 94 18,060.17 20,066.86 21,967.83 22,542.58 23,130.16 23,690.83 24,265.17
INC IN SALARY 2,006.69 1,900.97 574.75 587.58 560.67 574.34
PER WK 347.31 385.90 422.45 433.51 444.81 455.59 466.63
.....-.-.-......-.. ........................... -.. ... .-..... ..................................
04 94 18,532.38 20,591.54 22,033.13 22,620.69 23,208.27 23,794.51 24,381.63
INC IN SALARY 2,059.16 1,441.59 587.56 587.58 586.24 587.12
PER WK 356.39 395.99 423.71 435.01 446.31 457.58 468.87
05S 94 19,504.05 21,671.17 2 3 , 7 6 8' . 9 4 24,316.83 24,864.71 25,412.59 25,960.47
INC IN SALARY 2,167.12 2,097.77 547.89 547.88 547.88 547.88
PER WK 375.08 416.75 457.09 467.63 478.16 488.70 499.23
........... .... ................ ...... -................. ..................................
06 94 19,986.81 22,207.57 23,794.57 24,421.75 25,047.73 25,673.72 26,300.05
INC IN SALARY 2,220.76 1,587.00 627.18 625.98 625.99 626.33
PER WK 384.36 427.06 457.58 469.64 481.68 493.72 505.77
06S 94 20,058.17 22,286.86 24,460.18 25,008.08 25,555.93 26,103.81 26,651.67
INC IN SALARY 2,228.69 2,173.32 547.90 547.85 547.88 547.86
PER WK 385.73 428.59 470.38 480.92 491..46 501.99 512.53
..............................................-..........................................
07 94 20,7:9.27 23,021.42 24,681~63 25,334.46 25,987.37 26,638.93 27,291.38
INC IN SALAR'{ 2,302.15 1,660.21 652.83 652.91 651.56 652.45
PER WK 398.45 442.71 474.64 487.20 499.75 512.28 524.83
........................................................................................
07S 9' 20,507.64 22,786.27 25,020.81 25,582.84 26,143.49 26,704.18 27,265.30INC IN SALARY 2,278.63 2,234.54 562.03 560.65 560.69 561.12
PER WK 394.38 438.19 481.16 491.97 502.75 513.54 524.33
......... ............................................. ..................................
08 94 21,430.62 23,811.81 25,543.17 26,234.41 26,925.67 27,618.18 28,309.84
INC IN SALARY 2,381.19 1,731.36 691.24 691.26 692.51 691.66
PER WK 412.13 457.91 491.21 504.50 517.80 531.11 544.42
... -. ...--.......--....................
03 94 17,778.77 19,754.19 21,120.43 21,668.22 22,216.13 22,764.02 23,311.87
INC IN SALARY 1,975.42 1,366.24 547.79 547.91 547.89 547.85
PER WK 341.90 379.88 406.16 416.69 427.23 437.76 448.30
-
-.. ..................................
03A 94 18,166.68 20,185.20 21,590.19 22,163.66 22,738.47 23,311.91 23,885.85
INC IN SALARY 2,018.52 1,404.99 573.47 574.81 573.44 573.94
. PER WK 349 .36 388.17 415 .19 426 .22 437 .27 448 .30 459 .34
..........
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.'.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04A 94 18,218.31 20,242.57 22,165.08 22,712.96 23,260.83 23,808.71 24,356.61
tNC IN SALARY 2,024.26 1,922.51 547.88 547.87 547.88 547.90
PER WK 350.35 389.28 426.25 436.78 447.32 457.85 468.39
.........................................................-................................
045 94 18,949.39 21,055.44 23,077.65 23,625.54 24,173.41 24,721.29 25,269.17
INC IN SALARY 2,105.55 2,022.21 547.89 547.87 547.88 547.88
PER WK 364.42 404.91 443.80 .454.33 464.87 475.40 485.94
... -. ..................................
05 94 19,254.29 21,393.66 22,907.41 23,507.77 24,108.11 24,708.55 25,308.89
INC IN SALARY 2,139.37 1,513.75 600.36 600.34 600.44 600.34
PER WK 370.27 411.41 440.52 452.07 463.61 475.16 486.70
..........
. ..........
...................................
08S 94 21,051.50 23,390.56 25,699.32 26,247.22 26,796.37 27,344.21 27,892.50
INC IN SALARY 2,)39.06 2,308.76 547.90 549.15 547.84 548.29
PER WK 404.84 ~49.81 494.21 504.75 515.31 525.85 536.39
................................................
09 94 22,206.42 24,673.81 26,482.72 27,213.70 27,943.33 28,674.26 29,404.74
INC INS A LAR Y 2.467 . 39 1,808 .9 1 730 .98 729 .63 730 .93 730 .48
PER WK 427.05 474.49 509.28 523.34 537.37 551.42 565.47
..........
095 94 23,603.66 26,226.29 28,882.99 29,430.85 29,978.72 30,526.57 31,074.45
INC IN SALARY 2,622.63 2,656.70 547.86 547.87 547.85 547.88
PER WK 453.92 504.35 555.44 565.97 576.51 587.04 597.58
.....................................
10 94 22,928.31 25,475.90 27,357.03 28,113.56 28,870.16 29,626.70 30,383.20
INC INS A LAR Y 2 ,54 7 .59 1, 88 1 .13 7 5 6 .5 3 756 .60 75 6 .5 4 756 .5 0
?ER WK 440.93 489.92 526.09 540.64 555.19 569.74 584.29
........................................................
11 94 24,372.13 27,080.15 29,105.67 29,914.72 30,722.41 31,531.49 32,340.06
INC IN SALARY 2,708.02 2,025.52 809.05 807.69 809.08 808.57
PER WK 468.69 520.77 559.72. 575.28 590.81 606.37 621.92
....................................
14 94 27,937.28 31,041.43 33,423.51 34,388.68 35,355.15 36,320.32 37,285.94
INC IN SALARY 3,104.15 2,382.08 965.17 966.47 965.17 965.62
PER WK 537.26 596.95 642.75 661.32 679.90 698.46 717.03
..........................................................................................................................................- ..................
15 94 29,370.51 32,633.90 35,159.27 36,189.75 37,220.23 38,250.76 39,281.24
INC IN SALARY 3,263.39 2,525.37 1,030.48 1,030.48 1,030.53 1,030.48
PER WK 564.82 627.57 676.13 695.95 715.77 735.59 755.40
1994 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE ~~TIL :2/31/94
GRADE STEp.O STEp.1 STEp.2 LONG' 1 LONG.2 LONG.3 LONG.4
12 94 25,826.55 28,696.17 30,867.10 31,727.35 32,588.83 33,450.33 34,311.38
INC IN SALARY' 2,869.62 2,170.93 860.25 861.48 861.50 861.05
PER WK 496.66 551.84 593.59 610.14 626.70 6.3.27 659.83
...... ...........................
94 26,418.41 29,353.79 31,583.94 32,445.46 33,306.97 34,167.18 35,028.26
~C IN SALARY 2,935.38 2,230.15 861.52 861.51 860.21 861.08
PER WK 508.05 564.49 607.38 623.95 640.51 657.06 673.62
... ... ...---....--...........................
13 94 27,258.73 30,287.48 32,601.65 33,515.62 34,428.35 35,342.31 36,255.88
INC !N SALARY 3,028.75 2,314.17 913.97 912.73 913.96 913.57
PER WK 524.21 582.45 626.95 644.53 662.08 679.65 697.22
.................................
-
..-...-..........................
~"",",on":;v ~
1994 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/94
GRADE STEP'O STEp.1 STEp.2 LONG' 1 LONG' 2 LONG' 3 LONG. 4
01 94 16,377.31 18,197.02 19,423.09 19,918.49 20,413.90 20,910.53 21,406.35
INC IN SALARY 1,819.71 1,226.07 495.40 495.41 496.63 495.82
PER WK 314.95 349.94 373.52 383.04 392.57 402.i2 .11.66
045 94 19,011.58 21,123.98 23,154.62 23,702.50 24,250.40 24,798.26 25,346.13
INC IN SA LAR Y 2,112.40 2,030.64 547.88 547.90 547.86 547.87
PER WK 365.61 406.23 445.28 455.81 466.35 476.88 487.42
.............. ... ......... ..... ....... .... .......- ...... ......... ......... ...............
05 94 19,317.83 21,464.26 22,984.35 23,584.70 24,185.10 24,785.40 25,385.78
INC IN SALARY 2,146.43 1,520.09 600.35 600.40 600.30 600.38
PER W1< 371.50 412.77 442.00 453.55 465.09 476.64 488.18
........................
94 17,109.81 19,010.91 20,310.21 20,832.48 21,353.48 21,875.75 22,397.56
.~C IN SALARY 1,901.10 1,299.30 522.27 521.00 522.27 521.81
PER WK 329.03 365.59 390.58 400.62 410.64 420.68 430.72
... ........................
03 94 17,842.34 19,824.83 21,197.36 21,745.23 22,293.09 22,840.97 23,388.86
INC IN SALARY 1,982.49 1,372.53 547.87 547.86 547.88 547.89
PER WK 343.12 381.24 407.64 418.17 428.71 439.24 449.78
........................................................................................
03A . 94 18,230.21 20,255.79 21,667.12 22,240.57 22,815.36 23,388.86 23,962.74
INC IN SALARY 2,025.58 1,411.33 573.45 574.79 573.50 573.88
PER WK 350.58 389.53 416.67 427.70 438.75 449.78 460.82
.. ... ... ... .. ... ... .. .. .. ..
... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
...
... ... ... ... ... ...
035 94 18,121.86 20,135.40 22,044.75 22,619.53 23,207.05 23,767.76 24,342.09
INC IN SALARY 2,013.54 1,909.35 574.78 587.52 560.71 574.33
PER WK 348~50 387.21 423.93 434.99 446.28 457.07 468.11
.-.
........................
04 94 18,595.90 20,662.12 22,110.04 22,697.57 23,285.17 23,871.44 24,458.58
INC IN SALARY 2,066.22 1,447.92 587.53 587.60 586.27 587.14
PER WK 357.61 397.34 425.19 436.49 447.79 459.06 470.35
... ..................................................................-....................
04A 94 18,218.31 20,242.57 22,165.08 22,712.96 23,260.83 23,808.71 24,356.61
INC :N SALARY 2,024.26 1,922.51 547.88 547.87 547.88 547.90
PER ~K 350.35 389.28 426.25 436.78 447.32 457.85 468.39
.............................................................................................
8o 8o 8o 8o...8o... .
055 94 19,565.70 21,739.67 23,845.88 24,393.72 24,941.60 25,489.48 26,037.36
~NC IN SALARY 2,173.97 2,106.21 547.84 547.88 547.88 547.88
PER WK 376.26 418.07 458.57 469.11 479.64 490.18 500.71
.. 8o ................................................
06 94 20,050.29 22,278.10 23,871.42 24,498.70 25,124.69 25,750.68 26,377.09
INC IN SALARY 2,227.81 1,593.32 627.28 625.99 625.99 626.41
PER W1< 385.58 428.42 459.06 471.12 483.16 495.20 507.25
.
065 94 20,119.86 22,355.41 24,537.15 25,084.98 25,632.87 26,180.73 26,728.57
INC IN SALARY' 2,235.55 2,181.74 547.83 547.89 547.86 547.84
PER WK 386.92 429.91 471.86 482.40 492.93 503.47 514.01
... ... ........................
07 94 20,782.80 23,092.01 24,758.58 25,411.39 26,064.24 26,715.87 27,368.28
INC IN SALARY 2,309.21 1,666.57 652.81 652.85 651.63 652.41
PER WK J99.67 444.07 476.~2 488.68 501.23 513.76 526.31
.. ..................................
075 94 20,569.33 22,854.82 25,097.80 25,659.74 26,220.45 26,781.16 27,342.26
INC IN SALARY 2,285.49 2,242.98 561.94 560.71 560.71 561.10
PER WK 395.56 439.51 482.65 493.45 504.23 515.02 525.81
.......................
08 94 21,494.11 23,882.35 25,620.08 26,311.32 27,002.58 27,695.14 28,386.78
INC IN SALARY 2,388.24 1,737.73 691.24 691.26 692.56 691.64
PER WK 413.35 459.27 492.69 505.98 519.28 532.59 545.89
......................
08S 94 21,113.20 23,459.12 25,776.28 26,324.20 26,873.34 27,421.'18 27,969.51
INC IN SALARY 2,345.92 2,317.16 547.92' 549.14 547.84 548.33
PER WK. 406.02 451.13 495.69 506.23 516.79 527.33 537.87
.........................................................................................
09 94 22,269.94 24,744.38 26,559.67 27,290.61 28,020.24 28,751.19 29,481.73
INC IN SALARY 2,474.44 1,815.29 730.94 729.63 730.95 730.54
PER WK 428.27 475.85 510.76 524.81 538.85 552.90 566.95
. -.. ... ... ...................................
095 94 23,665.29 26,294.77 28,959.89 29,507.74 30,055.63 30,603.49 31,151.38
INC IN SALARY 2,629.48 2,665.12 547.85 547.89 547.86 547.89
PER WK 455.10 505.66 556.92 567.45 577.99 588.52 599.06
-.. ...
o 94 22,991.85 25,546.51 27,433.97 28,190.53 28,947.03 29,703.64 30,460.15
.INC INS ALARY 2,554.66 1,887.46 756. 56 756. 50 756. 61 756. 51
PER WK 442.15 491.27 527.57 542.12 556.67 571.22 585.77
808o 8o8o8o8o8o.8o.8o 8o 8o 8o 8o.
11 94 24,435.67 27,150.75 29,182.63 29,991.65 30,799.37 31,608.42 32,416.98
INC IN SALARY 2,715.08 2,031.88 809.02 807.72 809.05 808.56
PER WK 469.92 522.12 561.20 576.76 592.29 607.85 623.40
..8o 8o 8o 8o.808o 8o 8o8o 8o 8o..8o.8o .
1994 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE rOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/94
;RADE STEp.O STEp.1 STEp.2 LONG- 1 LONG.2 LONG.3 LONG..
12 94 25,890.03 28,766.70 30,944.00 31,804.24 32,665.75 33,527.26 34,388.31
INC IN SALARY 2,876.67 2,177.30 860.24 861.51 861.51 861.05
PER WK 497.89 553.20 595.07 611.62 628.18 644.75 661.31
......................
94 26,481.96 29,424.40 31,660.92 32,522.38 33,383.87 34,244.13 35,105.17
~ IN SALARY 2,942.44 2,236.52 861.46 861.49 860.26 861.04
PER ~K 509.27 565.85 608.86 625.43 641.99 658.54 675.09
-.. ........................
13 94 27,322.22 30,358.03 32,678.57 33,592.57 34,505.29 35,419.25 36,332.83
INC IN SALARY 3,035.81 2,320.54 914.00 912.72 913.96 913.58
PER WK 525.43 583.80 628.43 646.01 663.56 681.13 698.70
... -.......................................
14 94 28,000.84 31,112.05 33,500.42 34,465.59 35,432.03 36,397.26 37,362.90
INC IN SALARY 3,111.21 2,388.37 965.17 966.44 965.23 965.64
PER WK 538.48 598.30 644.23 662.79 681.38 699.94 718.51
... .-. ........................
15 94 29,434.07 32,704.53 35,236.22 36,266.73 37,297.20 38,327.65 39,358.09
INC IN SALARY 3,270.46 2,531.69 1,030.51 1,030.47 1,030.45 1,030.44
PER WK 566.04 628.93 677.61 697.43 717.25 737.07 756.88
........................
Appendix A
1995 CSEA 52 WEEK S.~LARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/95
GRADE STEp.O STEp. 1 STEp.2 LONG -1 LONG. 2 LONG.3 LONG.4
01 95 16,640.10 18,489.01 19,733.06 20,238.39 20,743.69 21,250.32 21,756.11
INC IN SALARY 1,848.91 1,244.05 505.33 505.30 506.63 505.79
PER WK 320.00 355.55 379.48 389.19 398.91 408.66 418.38
-.-. ... .... ... ........
-
............................--. -..................--................
95 17,387.20 19,319.12 20,637.96 21,170.68 21,702.06 22,234.75 22,767.05
.~C IN SALARY 1,931.92 1,318.84 532.72 531.38 532.69 532.30
PER WK 334.37 371.52 396.88 407.12 417.34 427.59 437.82
............. ..---........... ............ ....... ................. ...... ........................
03 95 18,134.34 20,149.27 21,542.83 22,101.58 22,660.45 23,219.30 23,778.10
INC IN SALARY 2,014.93 1,393.56 558.75 558.87 558.85 558.80
PER WK 348.74 387.48 414.28 425.03 435.77 446.52 457.27
04A 95 18,582.67 20,647.42 22,608.38 23,167.21 23,726.04 24,284.88 24,843.74
INC IN SALARY 2,064.75 1,960.96 558.83 558.83 558.84 558.86
PER WK 357.36 397.06 434.77 445.52 456.27 467.01 477.76
................. ......... ................................ ...............................
04S 95 19,328.88 21,476.54 23,539.20 24,098.05 24,656.87 25,215.71 25,774.55
INC IN SALARY 2,147.66 2,062.66 558.85 558.82 558.84 558.84
PER WK 371.71 413.01 452.67 463.42 474.17 484.91 495.66
..... -.... -........................................................ ......................
05 95 19,639.37 21,821.53 23,365.55 23,977.92 24,590.27 25,202.72 25,815.06
INC IN SALARY 2,182.16 1,544.02 612.37 612.35 612.45 612.34
PER WK 377.68 419.64 449.33 461.11 472.88 484.66 496.44
055 95 19,894.13 22,104.59 24,244.31 24,803.16 25,362.00 25,920.84 26,479.67
-NC IN SALARY 2,210.46 2,139.72 558.85 558.84 558.84 558.83PER WK 382.58 425.08 466.23 476.98 487.73 498.47 509.22
...... ................... .............................. ................................
06 9S 20,386.54 22,651.72 24,270.46 24,910.18 25,548.68 26,187.19 26,826.05INC IN SALARY 2,265.18 1,618.74 639.72 638.50 638.51 638.86PER WK 392.05 435.61 466.73 479.04 491.32 503.59 515.88
........ ......... ......... ............................... ...... .........................
06S 95 20,459.33 22,732.59 24,949.38 25,508.24 26,067.04 26,625.88 27,184.70
INC IN SALARY 2,273.26 2,216.79 558.86 558.80 558.84 558.82PER WK 393.45 437.16 479.79 490.54 501.,28 512.03 522.78
07 95 21,133.65 23,481.84 25,175.26 25,841.14 26,507.11 27,171.70 2'7 , 837 . 20INC IN SALARY
-
2,348.19 1,693.42 665.88 665.97 664.59 665.50
PER WK 41) 6 .42 451.57 484.13 496.94 509.75 522.53 535.33
......... .-...... ..................... ... .... ... ............... .... .......................
075 95 20,917.79 23,241.99 25,521.22 26,094.49 26,666.35 27,238.26 27,810.60
INC IN SA LARY 2,324.20 2,279.23 573.27 571.86 571.91 572.34
PER WK 402.27 446.96 490.79 501.81 512.81 523.81 534.81
085 95 21,472.53 23,858.37 26,213.30 26,772.16 27,332.29 27,891.09 28,450.35INC IN SALARY 2,385.84 2,354.93 558.86 560.13 558.80 559.26PER WK 412.93 458.81 504.10 514.84 525.62 536.36 547.12
.......... .............................................. ....... ..........................
09 95 22,650.55 25,167.28 27,012.37 27,757.97 28,502.19 29,247.74 29,992.83INC IN SALARY 2,516.73 1,845.09 745.60 744.22 745.55 745.09
PER WK 435.59 483.98 519.46 533.80 548.11 562.45 576.78
........................... ......... ......... ............ ....... ............ ............
095 95 24,075.72 26,750.81 29,460.64 30,019.46 30,578.29 31,137.10 31,695.93
INC IN SALARY 2,675.09 2,709.83 558.82 558.83 558.81 558.83PER WK 462.99 514.43 566.55 577.29 588.04 598.79 609.53
......... ....... .... -........ ..... ..... ....... ........... ................. .............
) 95 23,386.86 25,985.41 27,904.17 28,675.83 29,447.56 30,219.23 30,990.86
INC IN SALARY 2,598.55 1,918.76 771.66 771.73 771.67 771. 63
PER ilK 449.75 499.71 536.61 551.45 566.29 581. 13 595.97
.........................................................................................
.
11 95 24,859.57 27,621.75 29,687.78 30,513.01 31,336.85 32,162.11 32,986.86
INC IN SALARY 2,762.18 2,066.03 825.23 823.84 825.26 824.75
PER WK 478.07 531. 18 570.91 586.78 602.63 618.50 634.36
-....................................................................................................................................................
03A 95 18,530.01 20,588.90 22,021.99 22,606.93 23,193.23 23,778.14 24,363.56
INC IN SALARY 2,058.89 1,433.09 584.94 586.30 584.91 585.42
PER WK 356.35 395.94 423.49 434.74 446.02 457.27 468.53
-- .......................
035 95 18,421.37 20,468.19 22,407.18 22,993.43 23,592.76 24,164.64 24,750.47
INC IN SALARY 2,046.82 1,938.99 586.25 599.33 571.88 585.83
PER WK 354.26 393.61 430.90 442.18 453.70 464.70 475.97
-.
-
.......................
04 95 18,903.03 21,003.37 22,473.79 23,073.10 23,672.43 24,270.40 24,869.26
INC IN SALARY 2,100.34 1,470.42 599.31 599.33 597.97 598.86
PER WK 363.52 403.91 432.18 443.71 455.23' 466.73 478.25
... ... ........................
--
...
..........
... ... ..........................
.......................
08 95 21,859.23 24,288.04 26,054.03 26,759.09 27,464.18 28,170.54 28,876.03
INC IN SALARY 2,428.81 1,765.99 705.06 705.09 706.36 705.49
PER WK 420.37 467.07 501.03 514.59 528.15 541.74 555.30
...... ................................
........................................................................................
--------------------------
1995 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHECULE FOR J5 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/95
CRACE STEp.O STEp.l STE P .:2 LONG.1 LONG.2 LONG.3 LONG..
12 95 26,343.08 29,270.09 31,484.~4 32,361.89 33,240.60 34,119.33 34,997.60
tNC IN SALARY 2,927.01 2,214.35 877.45 878.71 878.73 878.27
PER WK 506.60 562.88 605.47 622.34 639.24 656.14 673.03
14 95 28,496.02 31,662.25 34,091.98 35,076.45 36,062.25 37,046.72 38,031.65
INC IN SALARY 3,166.23 2,429.73 984.47 985.80 984.47 984.93
PER WK 548.00 608.88 655.61 674.54 693.50 712.43 731.37
..... .......... ....................... ............. ....................--...............
15 95 29,957.91 33,286.57 35,862.45 36,913.54 37,964.63 39,015.77 40,066.86
INC IN SALARY 3,328.66 2,575.88 1,051.09 1,051.09 1,051.14 1,051.09
PER WK 576.11 640.12 689.66 709.87 730.08 750.30 770.51
..............
95 26,946.77 29,940.86 32,215.61 33,094.36 33,973.10 34,850.52 35,728.82
~ IN SALARY 2,994.09 2,274.75 878.75 878.74 877.42 878.30
PER WK 518.21 575.78 619.53 636.43 653.32 670.20 687.09
... ......................
13 95 27,803.89 30,893.22 33,253.68 34,185.93 35,116.91 36,049.15 36,980.99
INC IN SALARY 3,089.33 2,360.46 932.25 930.98 932.24 931.84
PER WK 534.69 594.10 639.49 657.42 675.32 693.25 711.17
........................
.......................................
Appendix A-I
1995 CSEA 52 WEEK SA LAR Y SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/95
:;RADE STEp.O STEp.l STEp.2 LONG. 1 LONG. 2 LONG.3 LONG. .
Jl 95 16,704.86 18,560.96 19,811.55 20,316.85 20,822.17 21,328.74 21,834.47
INC IN SALARY 1,856.:'0 1,250.59 505.30 I 505.32 506.57 505.73
PER WK 321.25 356.94 380.99 390.70 400.42 410.16 419.89
03S 95 18,484.29 20,538.10 22,485.64 23,071.92 23,671.19 24,243.11 24,828.93
INC IN SALARY 2,053.81 1,947.54 586.28 599.27 571.92 585.82
PER WK 355.47 394.96 432.41 443.69 455.21 466.21 477.47
. . .
-
.
-
. . .
- -
..
- -
. . .
Ow
. . . . . . . .
_
. .
_
. . . .
_
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
_
. .
04 95 18,967.82 21,075.36 22,552.24 23,151.52 23,750.87 24,348.86 24,947.75
INC IN SALARY 2,107.54 1,476.88 599.28 599.35 597.99 598.89
PER WK 364.77 405.29 433.69 445.22 456.74 468.24 479.76
05 95 19,704.18 21,893.54 23,444.03 24,056.39 24,668.80 25,281.10 25,893.49
INC IN SALARY 2,189.36 1,550.49 612.36 612.41 612.30 612.39
PER WK 378.93 421.02 450.84 462.62 474.40 486.17 497.95
..... ..... ... ............ -......... .....................................................
05S 95 19,957.01 22,174.46 24,322.79 24,881.59 25,440.43 25,999.26 26,558.10
fNC IN SALARY 2,217.45 2,148.33 558.80 558.84 558.83 558.84
PER WK 383.79 426.43 467.74 478.49 489.23 499.98 510.73
07S 95 20,980.71 23,311.91 25,599.75 26,172.93 26,744.85 27,316.78 27,889.10
INC IN SALARY 2,331.20 2,287.84 573.18 571.92 571.93 572.32
PER WK 403.48 448.30 492.30 503.32 514.32 525.32 536.32
........ ~......................... ....................................... ..............
08 95 21,923.99 24,359.99 26,132.48 26,837.54 27,542.63 28,249.04 28,954.51
INC IN SALARY 2,436.00 1,772.49 705.06 705.09 706.41 705.47PER WK 421.62 468.46 502.54 516.10 529.66 543.25 556.81
095 95 24,138.59 26,820.66 29,539.08 30,097.89 30,656.74 31,215.55 31,774.40
INC IN SALARY 2,682.07 2,718.42 558.81 558.85 558.81 558.85
PER WK 464.20 515.78 568.05 578.80 589.55 600.29 611.04
............................................................................................
.
95 23,451.69 26,057.44 27,982.64 28,754.34 29,525.97 30,297.71 31,069.35
~NC IN SA LARY 2,605.75 1,925.20 771.70 771.63 771.74 771.64
PER WK 450.99 501.10 538.12 552.96 567.80 582.64 597.48
..... ..... ..... ........... ......... .....................................................
11 95 24,924.38 27,693.76 29,766.28 30,591.48 31,4i5.35 32,240.58 33,065.31
INC IN SALARY 2,769.38 2,072.52 825.20 823.87 825.23 824.73
PER WK 479.32 532.57 572.42 588.29 604.14 620.01 635.87
w .................-..
95 17,452.00 19,391.12 20,716.41 21,249.12 21,780.54 22,313.26 22,845.51
; IN SALARY 1,939.12 1,325.29 532.71 531.42 532.72 532.25
PER WK 335.62 372.90 398.39 408.63 418.85 429.10 439.33
-.
- --
03 95 18,199.19 20,221.32 21,621.30 22,180.13 22,738.95 23,297.78 23,856.63
INC IN SALARY 2,022.14 1,399.98 558.83 558.82 558.83 558.85
PER WK 349.98 388.87 415.79 426.54 437.28 448.03 458.78
-.. .-. ......................................--
03A 95 18,594.81 20,660.90 22,100.46 22,685.38 23,271.66 23,856.63 24,441.99
INC IN SALARY 2,066.09 1,439.56 584.92 586.28 584.97 585.36
PER WK 357.59 397.32 425.00 436.25 447.53 458.78 470.03
...
- -.- -. .-. .............................---
. ..................................
04A 95 18,582.67 20,647.42 22,608.38 23,167.21 23,726.04 24,284.88 24,843.74
INC IN SALARY 2,064.75 1,960.96 558.83 558.83 558.84 558.86
PER WK 357.36 397.06 434.77 445.52 456.27 467.01 477.76
.
04S 95 19,391.80 21,546.45 23,617.71 24,176.55 24,735.40 25,294.22 25,853.05
INC IN SALARY 2,154.65 2,071.26 558.84 558.85 558.82 558.83
PER WK 372.92 414.35 454.18 464.93 475.68 486.42 497.17
..........-.......--...--.....................
... ...
-
...................................
06 95 20,451.29 22,723.66 24,348.84 24,988.67 25,627.18 26,265.69 26,904.63
INC IN SALARY 2,272.37 1,625.18 639.83 638.51 638.51 638.94
PER WK 393.29 436.99 468.24 480.55 492.83 505.10 517.39
.. -. -
..................-...................................
06S 95 20,522.25 22,802.51 25,C27.89 25,586.67 26,145.52 26,704.34 27,263.14
INC IN SALARY 2,280.26
. 2,225.38 . 558.78 558.85 558.82 558.80
PER WK 394.66 438.50 481.30 492.05 502.79 513.54 524.29
....................................................
07 95 21,198.~6 23,553.85 25,253.75 25,919.61 26,585.52 27,250.18 27,915.64
INC IN SALARY _ 2,355.39 1,699.90 665.86 665.91 664.66 665.46
PER WK 467.56 452.95 485.64 498.45 511.26 524.04 536.83
.. .........-..-.....-..................-........-........
-.. .........................................................
08S 95 21,535.47 23,928.30 26,291.80 26,850.68 27,410.80 27,969.60 28,528.90
INC !N SALARY 2,392.83 2,363.50 558.88 560.12 558.80 559.30
PER WK 414.:4 460.15 505.61 516.35 527.13 537.87 548.63
... ..............................................................
09 95 22,715.33 25,239.26 27,090.86 27,836.42 28,580.64 29,326.21 30,071.36
INC IN SALARY 2,523.93 1,851.60 745.56 744.22 745.57 745.15
PER WK 436.83 485.37 520.97 535.31 549.62 563.96 578.29
..............
........................................................................................
1995 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/95
~RADE STEp.O STEp. 1 STEp.2 LONG.1 LONG-2 LONG-3 LONG.4
12 95 26,407.82 29,342.03 31,562.88 32,440.32 33,319.06 34,197.80 35,076.07
INC !N SALARY 2,934.21 2,220.85 877.44 878.74 878.74 878.27
PER WX 507.84 564.26 606.97 623.85 640.75 657.65 674.53
-. ... .............
95 27,011.59 30,012.88 32,294.13 33,172.82 34,051.54 34,929.01 35,807.27
JC IN SALARY 3,001.29 2,281.25 878.69 878.72 877.47 878.26
PER WX 519.45 577.17 621.04 637.93 654.83 671.71 688.60
....................................................
13 95 27,868.67 30,965.19 33,332.14 34,264.42 35,195.39 36,127.63 37,059.48
INC IN SALARY 3,096.52 2,366.95 932.28 930.97. 932.24 931.85
PER WK 535.94 595.48 641.00 658.93 676.83 694.76 712.68
. . . . . .
- -
. . .
'.
. .
-
. . . . . . . .
- -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
. . . . . .
- - -
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . .
14. 95 28,560.86 31,734.29 34,170.42 35,154.90 36,140.67 37,125.20 38,110.15
INC IN SALARY 3,173.43 2,436.13 984.48 985.77 984.53 984.95
PER WK 549.25 610.27' 657.12 676.05 695.01 713.94 732.88
... -. -.. ............
15 95 30,022.75 33,358.62 35,940.94 36,992.06 38,043.14 39,094.20 40,145.25
INC IN SALARY 3,335.87 2,582.32 1,051.12 1,051.08 1,051.06 1,051.05
PER WK 577.36 641.51 691.17 711.38 731.59 751.81 772.02
-.......-.....
Aocendix A-I
07 96 21,661.99 24,068.88 25,804.64 26,487.16 27,169.78 27,850.99 28,533.13
INC IN SALARY 2,406.89 1,735.76 682.52 682.62 681.21 682.14
PER ilK 416.58 462.86 496.24 509.36 522.49 535.59 548.71
.
-
... ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
075 96 21,440.72 23,823.03 26,159.25 26,746.85 27,333.00 27,919.21 28,505.86
INC IN SALARY 2,382.31 2,336.22 587.60 586.15 586.21 586.65
PER WK 412.32 458.13 503.06 514.36 '525.63 536.90 548.18
08 q6 22,405.71 24,895.24 26,705.38 27,428.06 28,150.78 28,874.80 29,597.93
INC IN SALARY 2,489.53 1,810.14 722.68 722.72 724.02 723.13
PER vlK 430.88 478.75 513.56 527.46 541.36 555.28 569.19
......... ............... ............ ............................ ........................
085 q6 22,009.33 24,454.82 26,868.63 27,441.46 28,015.59 28,588.36 29,161.60
INC I:-J SALARY 2,445.49 2,413.81 572.83 574.13 572.77 573.24
PER WK 423.26 470.28 516.70 527.72 538.76 549.77 560.80
................ .......... ......... ....... ..... ........ .......... ........................
09 96 23,216.81 25,796.46 27,687.67 28,451.91 29,214.74 29,978.93 30,742.65
INC IN SALARY 2,579.65 1,891.21 764.24 762.83 764.19 763.72
PER WK 446.48 496.08 532.45 547.15 561.82 576.51 591.20
1996 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/96
GRACE STEp.O STEp.l STEp.2 LONG. 1 LONG. 2 LONG. 3 LONG. 4
01 96 17,056.10 I 18,951.23 20,226.38 20,744.34 21,262.28 21,781.57 22,300.01INC IN SALARY 1,895.13 1,275.15 517.96 517.94 519.29 518.44
PER WK 328.00 364.44 388.96 398.92 408.89 418.87 428.84
......--................................................................................
96 17,821.88 19,802.09 21,153.90 21,699.94 22,244.61 22,790.61 23,336.22
.4C IN SALARY 1,980.21 1,351.81 546.04 544.67 546.00 545.61
PER WK 342.73 380.80 406.80 417.30 427.78 438.28 448.77
.........................
03 96 18,587.70 20,653.00 22,081.40 22,654.11 23,226.96 23,799.78 24,372.55
rNC IN SALARY 2,065.30 1,428.40 572.71 572.85 572.82 572.77
PER WK 357.46 397.17 424.64 435.65 446.67 457.68 468.70
-.- ... ............-........--..--..-...............
OJA 96 18,993~25 21,103.62 22,572.53 23,172.10 23,773.06 24,372.59 24,972.64
INC IN SALARY 2,110.37 1,468.91 599.57 600.96 599.53 600.05
PER WK 365.25 405.83 434.08 445.61 457.17 468.70 480.24
.---.....-...................---..................
035 96 18,881.90 20,979.89 22,967.35 23,568.26 24,182.57 24,768.75 25,369.23
INC IN SALARY 2,097.99 1,987.46 600.91 614.31 586.18 600.48
PER WK 363.11 403.45 441.67 453.23 465.04 476.32 487.86
.. ... .................................
04 96 19,375.60 21,528.45 23,035.63 23,649.92 24,264.24 24,877.16 25,490.99
INC IN SALARY 2,152.85 1,507.18 614.29 614.32 612.92 613.83
PER '~K 372.61 414.00 442.99 454.80 466.62 478.40. 490.21
........................................................................................
04A 96 19,047.24 21,163.60 23,173.58 23,746.39 24,319.19 24,892.00 25,464.83
INC IN SALARY 2,116.36 2,009.98 572.81 572.80 572.81 572.83
PER WK 366.29 406.99 445.64 456.66 467.67 478.69 489.70
......................
04S 96 19,812.10 22,013.45 24,127.68 24,700.50 25,273.29 25,846.10 26,418.91
INC :~ SALARY 2,201.35 2,114.23 572.82 572.73 572.81 572.81
PER WK 381.00 423.33 463.99 475.00 486.02 497.04 508.05
. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05 96 20,130.35 22,367.06 23,949.68 24,577.36 25,205.02 25,832.78 26,460.43
INC IN SALARY 2,236.71 1,582.62 627.68 627.66 627.76 627.65
PER WK 387.12 430.13 460.57 472.64 484.71 496.78 508.85
..................................
oss 96. 20,391.48 22,657.20 24,850.41 25,423.23 25,996.05 26,568.86 27,141.66
INC IN SALARY 2,265.72 2,193.21 572.82 572.82 572.81 572.80
PER WK 392.14 435.71 477.89 488.90 499.92 510.93 521.95
.......................................................................................
~ 96 20,R96.20 23,218.01 24,877.22 25,532.93 26,187.39 26,841.86 27,496.70
INC IN SALARY 2,321.81 1,659.21 655.71 654.46 654.47 654.84
PER WK 401.85 446.50 478.40 491.01 503.60 516.18 528.78
.......................
065 96 20,970.81 23,300.90 25,573.11 26,145.94 26,718.71 27,291.52 27,864.31
INC IN SALARY' 2,330.09 2,272.21 572.83 572.77 572.81 572.79
PER WK 403.28 448.09 491.79 502.80 513.82 524.83 535.85
.........................................................................................
... ... .......................
........................................................................................
095 96 24,677.62 27,419.58 30,197.15 30,769.94 31,342.74 31,915.52 32,488.32
INC IN SALARY 2,741.96 2,777.57 572.79 572.80 572.78 572.80
PER WK 474.57 527.29 580.71 591.72 602.74 613.76 624.77
... ... ........................
10 ~6 23,971.53 26,635.04 28,601.77 29,392.72 30,183.74 30,974.71 31,765.63
INC IN SALARY 2,663.51 1,966.73 790.95 791.02 790.97 790.92
PER WK 460.99 512.21 550.03 565.24 580.45 595.66 610.87
.....................
11 96 25,481.06 28,312.29 30,429.97 31,275.83 32,120.27 32,966.16 33,811.53
INC IN SALARY 2,831.23 2,117.68 845.86 844.44 845.89 845.37
PER WK 490.02 544.46 585.19 601.45 617.69 633.96 650.22
.........................................................................................
Aooendix A-2
CRADE
1996 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/96
STEP'O STEp.1 STEp.2 LONC.l LONC.2 LONG. 3 LONG. 4
12 96 27,001.65 30,001.84 32,271.55 33,170.93 34,071.61 34,972.31 35,872.54
INC IN SALARY 3,000.19 2,269.71 899.38 900.68 900.70 900.23
PER WK 519.26 576.95 620.60 637.90 655.22 672.54 689.85
..
~ 96 27,620.44 30,689.38 33,021.00 33,921.71 34,822.42 35,721.78 36,622.04
.NC IN SALARY 3,068.94 2,331.62 900.71 900.71 899.36 900.26
PER WK 531.16 590.18 635.01 652.34 669.66 686.95 704.27
......................................--.
13 96 28,498.99 31,665.55 34,085.02 35,040.57 35,994.83 36,950.37 37,905.51
INC IN SALARY 3,166.56 2,419.47 955.55 954.26 955.54 955.14
PER WK 548.06 608.95 655.48 673.85 692.20 710.58 728.95
.........................................................................................
14 96 29,208.42 32,453.80 34,944.27 35,953.36 36,963.80 37,972.88 38,982.44
rNC IN SALARY 3,245.38 2,490.47 1,009.09 1,010.44 1,009.08 1,009.56
PER WK 561.70 624.11 672.00 691.41 710.84 730.24 749.66
-.-..................................
15 96 30,706.85 34,118.73 36,759.01 37,836.37 38,913.74 39,991.16 41,068.53
INC IN SALARY 3,411.88 2,640.28 1,077.36 1,077.37 1,077.42 1,077.37
PER WK 590.52 656.12 706.90 727.62 748.34 769.06 789.77
... ....................................
Appendix A-2
03A 96 19,059.67 21,177.42 22,652.97 23,252.51 23,853.45 24,453.04 25,053.03
INC IN SALARY 2,117.75 1,475.55 599.54 600.94 599.59 599.99
PER WK 366.53 407.25 435.63 447.16 458.72 470.25 481.78
.................- ..................-- --..... .-.-...... ....... ..... ...................................... ..............
035 96 18,946.39 21,051.55 23,047.78 23,648.71 24,262.96 24,849.18 25,449.65
INC IN SALARY 2,105.16 1,996.23 600.93 614.25 586.22 600.47
PER \'IK 364.35 404.83 443.22 454.78 466.59 477.86 489.41
... ...
.""
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... -....
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04 96 19,442.01 21,602.24 23,116.04 23,730.30 24,344.64 24,957.58 25,571.44
INC IN SALARY 2,160.23 1,513.80 614.26 614.34 612.94 613.86
PER WK 373.88 415.42 444.53 456.35 468.16 479.95 491.75
04A 96 19,047.24 21,163.60 . 23,173.58 23,746.39 24,319.19 24,892.00 25,464.83
INC IN SALARY 2,116.36 2,009.98 572.81 572.80 572.81 572.83
PER WK 366.29 406.99 445.64 456.66 467.67 478.69 489.70
........................................................................................
045 96 19,876.59 22,085.11 24,2J8.15 24,780.96 25,353.78 25,926.57 26,499.37
INC IN SALARY 2,208.52 2,123.04 572.81 572.82 572.79 572.80
PER WK 382.24 424.71 465.54 476.55 487.57 498.58 509.60
08 96 22,472.08 24,968.98 26,785.79 27,508.47 28,231.19 28,955.26 29,678.37
INC IN SALARY 2,496.90 1,816.81 722.68 722.72 724.07 723.11
PER WK 432.16 480.17 515.11 529.00 542.90 556.83 570.73
........................................................................................
085 96 22,073.85 24,526.50 26,949.09 27,521.94 28,096.07 28,668.84 29,242.12
INC IN SALARY 2,452.65 2,422.59 572.85 574.13 572.77 573.28
PER WK 424.50 471.66 518.25 529.26 540.30 551.32 562.34
:;RADE
1996 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/96
5TEP-0 STEp-1 STEp-2 LONG. 1 LONG-2 LONG.3 LONG.4
Jl 96 17,122.48 19,024.98 20,306.a3 20,824.77 21,342.72 21,861.95 22,380.33
INC IN SALARY 1,902.50 1,281.85 517.94 517.95 519.23 518.38
PER WK )29.28 365.86 390.51 400.47 410.43 420.42 430.39
................-................................................................
96 17,888.30 19,875.89 21,234.32 21,780.34 22,325.05 22,871.09 23,416.64
4..4~ TN SI\I.ARY 1,987.59 1,358.43 546.02 544.71 546.04 545.55
PER ~K 344.01 382.22 408.35 418.85 429.32 439.82 450.32
;; .~~..i~:~~~:i~.-;~:~~~:~~..~~:i~i:~~..~~:~;~:~;..~;:;~~:~~..~;:~~~:~~..~~:~~;~~~.-
INC IN 51\LARY 2,072.69 1,434.98 572.80 572.79 572.80 572.82
PER WK 358.73 398.59 426.18 437.20 448.21 459.23 470.25
.....................................................................................................
-. ... ...................................
......-........................................-........................................
05 96 20,196.78 22,440.87 24,030.13 24,657.79 25,285.52 25,913.12 26,540.82
INC IN SALARY 2,244.09 1,589.26 627.66 627.73 627.60 627.70
PER WK 388.40 431.55 462.11 474.18 486.26 498.32 510.40
o8 .....................................
055 96 20,455.93 22,728.82 24,930.85 25,503.62 26,076.44 26,649.24 27,222.05
INC IN SI\LARY 2,272.89 2,202.03 572.77 572.82 572.80 572.81
PER WK 393.38 437.09 479.43 490.45 501.47 512.48 523.50
o8.................................................................................
.J 96 20,962.57 23,291.75 24,957.56 25,613.38 26,267.85 26,922.33 27,577.24
INC IN SALARY 2,329.18 1,665.81 655.82 654.47 654.48 654.91
PER WK 403.13 447.91 479.95 492.56 505.15 517.73 530.33
... ... .................................
065 96 21,035.31 23,372.57 25,653.58 26,226.33 26,799.15 27,371.94 27,944.71
INC IN SALARY 2,337.26 2,281.01 572.75 572.82 572.79 572.77
PER ~K 404.53 449.47 493.33 504.35 515.36 526.38 537.39
......................................
07 96 21,728.42 24,142.69 25,385.09 26,567.60 27,250:15 27,931.43 28,613.53
[NC IN SALARY 2,414.27 1,742.40 682.51 682.55 681.28 682.10
PER ~K 417.85 464.28 497.79 510.91 524.04 537.14 550.26
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
075 96 21,505.23 23,894.70 26,239.74 26,827.25 27,413.47 27,999.69 28,586.32
INC IN SALARY 2,389.47 2,345.04 587.51 586.22 586.22 586.63
PER ~K 413.56 459.51 504.61 515.90 527.18 538.45 549.73
o8 ......................................
.................................
09 96 23,283.21 25,870.24 27,768.13 28,532.33 29,295.15 30,059.36 30,823.14
INC IN SALARY 2,587.03 1,897.89 764.20 762.82 .764.21 763.78
PER WK 447.75 497.50 534.00 548.69 563.36 578.06 592.75
... ................................
095 96 24,742.05 27,491.17 30,277.55 30,850.33 31,423.15 31,995.93 32,568.76
INC IN SALARY 2,749.12 2,786.38 572.78 572.82 572.78 572.83
PER WK 475.81 528.67 582.26 593.27 604.29 615.30 626.32
... .................................
10 96 24,037.98 26,708.87 28,682.20 29,473.19 30,264.11 31,055.15 31,846.08
INC !~ SALARY 2,670.89 1,973.33 790.99 790.92 791.04 790.93
PER WK 462.27 513.63 551.58 566.79 582.00 597.21 612.42
... ................................
11 96 25,547.49 28,386.10 30,510.43 31,356.26 32,200.73 33,046.59 33,891.94
[NC ;~ SI\LARY 2,838.61 2,124.33 845.83 844.47 845.86 845.35
PER WK 491.30 545.88 586.73 603.00 619.24 635.51 651.76
.................................
CRADE
1996 CSEA 52 ~EEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/96
STEP-O STEp.1 STEP-2 LONG-1 LONG-2 LONG.3 LONC-4
~2 96 27,068.02 30,075.58 32,351.95 33,251.32 34,152.03 35,052.74 35,952.97
INC :N ~ALARY .3,'007.56 2,276.37 899.37 900.71 900.71 900.23
PER WK :20.54 578.37 622.15 639.44 656.76 674.09 691.40
........................................................................................
96 27,686.88 30,763.20 33,101.48 34,002.14 34,902.82 35,802.23 36,702.45
.C IN SALARY 3,076.32 2,338.28 900.66 900.68 899.41 900.22
PER WK 532.44 591.60 636.56 653.88 671.20 688.50 705.81
........................................................................................
13 96 28,565.37 31,739.31 34,165.44 35,121.03 36,075.27 37,030.82 37,985.96
INC IN SALARY 3,173.94 2,426.13 955.59 954.24 955.55 955.14
PER WK 549.33 610.37 657.02 675.40 693.75 712.13 730.49
...............--....---....................
14 96 29,274.87 32,527.64 35,024.68 36,033.77 37,044.18 38,053.33 39,062.90
INC IN SALARY 3,252.77 2,497.04 1,009.09 1,010.41 1,009.15 1,009.57
PER WK 562.98 625.53 673.55 692.95 712.38 731.79 751.20
-. ................--...............................
15 96 jO,773.32 34,192.58 36,839.46 37,916.86 38,994.21 40,071.55 41,148.88
INC IN SALARY 3,419.26 2,646.88 1,077.40 1,077.35 1,077.34 1,077.33
PER WK 591.79 657.54 708.45 729.17 749.88 770.60 791.32
... .................................................
~997 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES gFFECT!VE UNTIL 12/31/97
GRACE: '~TEP .0 STEp.1 STEp.2 LONG-1 LONG'2 LONG.3 LONG.4
01 97 17,567.78 19,519.76 20,833.17 21,366.67 21,900.14 22,435.01 122,969.01
INC !N SALARY 1,951.98 1,313.41 533.50 533.47 534.87 534.00
PER WK 337.84 375.38 400.63 410.89 421.15 431.44 441.71
:J4S ')7 20,406.46 22,673.85 24,851.51 25,441.51 26,031.48 26,621.48 27,211.47
HIC CN SALARY 2,267.39 2,177.66 590.00 589.97 590.00 589.99
PER f..IK 392.43 436.03 477.91 489.25 500.60 511.95 523.29
.......... ...... ......... ....... .... .... ........ ................... ......................
05 97 20,734.26 23,038.07 24,668.17 25,314.68 25,961.17 26,607.76 27,254.24
INC IN SALARY 2,303.81 1,630.10 646.51 646.49 646.59 646 .48
PER \'JK 398.74 443.03 474.38 486.82 499.25 511.68 524. 12
06S 97 21,599.92 23,999.92 26,340.30 26,930.31 27,520.27 28,110.26 28,100.23
INC IN SA LARY 2,400.00 2,340.38 590.01 589.96 589.99 589.97
PER 'tlK 415.38 461.53 506.54 517.89 529.23 540.58 551.92
.................................................... .........................................
07 en 22,311.84 24,790.94 26,S78.77 27,281.77 27,984'.81 28,686.51 29,389.12
INC IN SALARY 2,479.10 1,787.83 703.00 703.10 701.64 102.61
PER
~'IK 429.07 476."74 511.13 524.64 538.17 551.66 565.17
................................................................................................
075 17 22,083.94 24,537.72 26,944.02 27,549.25 28,152.99 28,756.78 29,)61.03
INC IN SALARY 2,453.78 2,406.30 605.23 603.74 603.79 604 .25
PER ~'IK 424.69 471.87 518.15 529.79 541.40 553.01 564.63
.................................................................................... ..........
08 97 23,077.88 25,642.09 27,506.54 28,250.90 28,995.30 29,741.04 30,485.86
INC IN SALARY 2,564.21 1,864.45 744.36 744.40 745.74 744.82
PER WK 443.81 493.11 528.97 543.28 557.60 571.94 586.26
09 97 23,913.31 26,570.35 28,518.30 29,305.46 30,091.18 30,878.29 31,664.92
INC IN SALARY 2,657.04 1,947.95 787.16 785.72 787.11 786.63
PER 'tIK 459.87 510.96 548.42 563.56 578.67 593.81 608.94
... ... ......... ...... . ........ . ........ ... . . ... ... . ... .. . ..... . . ... ...................... .0.................
09S 17 25,4:7.94 28,242.16 31,103.06 31,693.03 32,283.02 32,872.98 33,462.96
INC IN SALARY 2,824.22 2,860.90 589.97 589.99 589.96 589.98
PER ....IK 488.81 543.11 598.13 609.48 620.82 632.17 643.51
10 97 24,690.68 27,434.09 29,459.82 30,274.50 31,089.25 31,903.95 32,118.59
INC IN SALARY 2,743.41 2,025.73 814.68 814.75 814.70 814.64
PER WK 474.82 527.57 566.53 582.20 597.87 613.53 629.20
..........................................................................................
l1 q7 26,245.48 29,161.65 31,342.86 32,214.10 33,083.87 33,955.14 34,825.87
INC IN SA LARY 2,916.17 2,181.21 871.24 869.77 871.27 870.73
?ER 'ilK 504.72 560.80 602.74 619.50 636.22 652.98 669.72
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.".
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
97 18,356.53 20,396.15 21,788.51 22,350.93 22,911.94 23,474.32 24,036.30
~C IN SALARY 2,039.62 1,392.36 562.42 561.01 562.38 561.98
PER WK 353.01 392.23 419.00 429.82 440.61 451.42 462.23
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
,-
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
-
.. .. .. .. .. ..
03 97 19,145.33 21,272.59 22,743.84 23,333.73 23,923.76 24,513.77 25,103.72
INC !N SALARY 2,127.26 1,471.25 589.89 590.03 590.01 589.95
PER WK 368.18 409.08 437.38 44!.72 460.07 471.41 482.76
... ......................................----.
03A 97 19,563.04 21,736.72 23,249.70 23,867.26 24,486.25 25,103.76 25,721.81
rNC IN SALARY 2,173.68 1,512.98 617.56 618.99 617.51 618.05
PER ~K 376.21 418.01 447.10 458.98 470.88 482.76 494.65
................................
03S 97 19,448.35 21,609.28 23,656.37 24,275.30 24,908.04 25,511.81 26,130.30
INC IN SALARY 2,160.93 2,047.09 618.93 632.74 603.77 618.49
PER WK 374.01 415.56 454.93 466.83 479.00 490.61 502.50
-.......
04 97 19,956.87 22,174.30 23,726.69 24,359.41 24,992.16 25,623.47 26,255.71
INC IN SALARY 2,217.43 1,552.39 632.72 632.75 631.31 632.24
PER WK 383.79 426.42 456.28 468.45 480.61 492.75 504.91
.
04A 97 19,618.65 21,798.50 23,668.78 24,458.78 25,048.76 25,638.76 26,228.77
INC (N SALARY 2,179.85 2,070.28 590.00 589.98 590.00 590.01
PER WK 377.28 419.20 459.01 470.36 481.70 493.05 504.39
..........................................................................-......
.
055 97 21,003.21 23,336.91 25,595.92 26,185.92 26,775.93 27,365.92 27,955.90
INC IN SALARY 2,333.70 2,259.01 590.00 590.01 589.99 589.98
PER WK 403.91 448.78 492.22 503.57 514.92 526.26 537.61
........................................................................................
~ 97 21,523.09 23,914.55 25,623.53 26,298.91 26,973.01 27,647.11 28,321.60
INC IN SALARY 2,391.46 1,708.98 675.38 674.10 674.10 674.49
PER WK 413.91 459.89 492.76 505.74 518.71 531.67 544.64
............................................................................................
.
08S 97 22,669.61 25,188.46 27,674.68 28,264.70 28,856.05 29,446.01 30,036.44
INC IN SALARY 2,518.85 2,486.22 590.02 591.35 589.96 590.43
PER WK 435.95 484.39 532.20 543.55 554.92 566.26 577.62
.
.......................................................
........................................................................................
,, ~: .. .....
o CRADE
1997 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDC~~ FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES 0 EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/97
STEP'O STEp.1 STE?-2 LONG-1 LONG. 2 LONG. 3 LONG-4
12 97 27,811.70 30,901.89 33,239.5, 34,166.05 35,09,3.7536,021.47 36,948.71
INC :N SALARY 3,090.19 2,337.80 926.36 927.70 927.72 927.24
PER WK 534.84 594.26 639.22 657.03 674.87 692.72 710.55
.. .........................................................................
97 28,449.05 31,610.06 34,011.63 34,939.36 35,867.09 36,793.43 37,720.70
~C IN SALARY 3,161.01 2,401.57 927.73 927.73 926.34 927.27
PER WK 547.10 607.88 654.C6 671.91 689.75 707.56 725.39
... ...
13 97 29,353.95 32,615.51 35,107.57 36,091.78 37,074.67 38,058.88 39,042.67
INC IN SALARY 3,261.56 2,492.C6 984.21 982.89 984.21 983.79
PER WK 564.50 627.22 675.i4 694.07 712.97 731.90 750.82
.........................................................................................
14 97 30,084.66 33,427.41 35,992.59 37,031.96 38,072.71 39,112.06 40,151.91
INC IN SALARY 3,342.75 2,565.18 1,039.37 1,040.75 1,039.35 1,039.85
PER WK 578.55 642.83 692.16 712.15 732.16 752.15 772.15
... .............
15 97 31,628.06 35,142.29 37,861.78 038,971.46 40,081.15 41,190.89 42,300.58
INC IN SALARY 3,514.23 2,719.49 1,109.68 1,109.69 1,109.74 1,109.69
PER WK 608.23 675.81 728.11 749.45 770.79 792.13 813.47
... ... ..........................................
i
fj
,
Ii
t
. I
04/\ 97 19,618.65 21,798.50 23,868.78 24,458.78 25,048.76 25,638.76 26,228.77INC IN SALARY 2,179.85 2,070.28 590.00 589.98 590.00 590.01PER 'tJK 377.28 419.20 459.01 470.36 481.70 493.05 504.39
................................--.......................--.--......................-...
04S 97 20,472.89 22,747.66 24,934.39 25,524.38 26,114.39 26,704.36 27,294.35INC IN s.~ LAR Y 2,274.77 2,136.73 589.99 590.01 589.97 589.99PER ','/K 393.71 437.45 479.50 490.85 502.19 513.54 524.89................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................05 97 20,802.68 23,114.09 24,751.03 25,397.52 26,044.08 26,690.51 27,337.04INC IN SALARY 2,311.41 1,636.94 646.49 646.56 646.43 646.53PER
''''K 400.05 444.50 475.98 488.41 500.84 513.27 525.71
10 97 24,759.11 27,510.13 29,542.66 30,357.38 31,172.03 31,986.80 32,801.46INC IN SALARY 2,751.02 2,032.53 814.72 814.65 814.77 814.66PER WK 476.14 529.04 568.12 583.79 599.46 615. 13 630.79.......................................................................................
11 ')7 26,313.91 29,237.68 31,425.74 32,296.94 33,166.75 34,037.98 34,908.69INC IN SALARY 2,923.77 2,188.06 871.20 869.81 871.23 870.71PER 'tlK 506.04 562.26 604.34 621.09 637.82 654.57 671.32
1997 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES
EFFECTIVE CNTIL 12/31/97
CRADE STEp.O STEp.1 STEp.2 LONC . 1 LONG.2 LONG,3 LOt«:.4
01 97 17,636.:4 19,595.72 20,9:6.03 121,449.51 21,983.00 22,517.80 23,051.73
INC rN SALARY 1,959.58 1,320.31 533.48 533.49 534.80 533.93
PER WK 339.16 376.84 402.23 412.49 422.75 433.03 443.30
........................97 18,424.94 20,472.16 21,871.34 22,433.75 22,994.80 23,557.22 24,119.13
.NC IN SALARY 2,047.22 1,399.19 562.41 561.05 562.42 561.91
PER WK 354.33 393.69 420.60 431.41 442.20 453.02 463.82
..................................03 97 19,213.78 21,348.65 22,826.68 23,416.66 24,006.64 24,596.62 25,186.63
INC IN SALARY 2,134.87 1,478.03 589.98 589.98 589.98 590.01
PER WK 369.50 410.55 438.97 450.32 461.66 473.01 484.35
..
................................................
03A 97 19,631.46 21,812.74 23,332.55 23,950.08 24,569.05 25,186.63 25,804.62
INC IN SALARY 2,181.28 1,519.81 617.53 618.97 617.58 617.99
PER WK 377.53 419.47 448.70 460.57 472.48 484.35 496.24
.......--.................................................--......................--.....035 97 19,514.78 21,683.09 23,739.21 24,358.17 24,990.84 25,594.65 26,213.13
INC IN SALARY 2,168.31 2,056.12 618.96 632.67 603.81 618.48
PER WK 375.28 416.98 456.52 468.42 480.59. 492.20 504.09
.---..................................................--.----.---..........................
04 97 20,025.27 22,250.30 23,809.52 24,442.20 25,074.97 25,706.30 26,338.58
INC IN SALARY 2,225.03 1,559.22 632.68 632.77 631.33 632.28
PER WK 385.10 427.89 457.87 470.04 482.21 494.35 506.51
... .........................
. .............................................................................
05S 97 21,069.61 23,410.68 25,678.77 26,268.72 26,858.73 27,448.71 28,038.71
INC INS ALARY 2,341.07 2,268.09 589.95 590 .01 589 .98 590.00
PER WK 405.18 450.20 493.82 505.16 516.51 527.85 539.20
...
..................................
~ 97 21,591.45 23,990.50 25,706.28 26,381.78 27,055.88 27,729.99 28,404.55
rNC IN SALARY 2,399.05 1,715.78 675.50 674.10 674.11 674.56
PER WK 415.22 461.35 494.35 507.34 520.30 533.26 546.24
.. ...
.. .. .. .. ..
...
...........................065 97 21,666.36 24,073.74 26,423.18 27,013.11 27,603.12 28,193 09 28,783.05
INC IN SALARY 2,407.38 2,349.44 589.93 590.01 589.97 589.96
PER WK 416.66 462.95 508.13 519.48 530.82 542.17 553.52
'.. ...................................07 9: 22, 380.27 24,866.97 26,661.64 27,364 .62 28,067'.65 28,769 .37 29,471.93
INC :N SALARY 2,486.70 1,794.67 702.98 703.03 701.72 702.56
PER ~K 430.39 478.21 512.72 526.24 539.76 553.25 566.76
07 S
. . .
.97
. .
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INC IN SALARY 2,461.16 2,415.39 605.13 603.81 603.81 604.22
PER WK 425.97 473.29 519.74 531.38 542.99 554.60 566.22
..................................08 97 23,146.23 25,718.04 27,589.36 28,333.72 29,078.12 29,823.91 30,568.72
INC IN SALARY 2,571.81 1,871.32 744.36 744.40 745.79 744.81
PER WK 445.12 494.57 530.56 544.87 559.19 573.53 587.86
.................................08S 97 22,736.06 25,262.29 27,757.56 28,347.59 28,938.95 29,528.90 30,119.38
INC IN SALARY 2,526.23 2,495.27 590.03 591.36 589.95 590.48
PER WK 437.23 485.81 533.79 545.14 556.51 567.86 579.21
........................................................................................09 97 23,981.70 26,646.34 28,601.17 29,388.29 30,174.00 30,961.14 31,747.83
INC IN SALARY 2,664.64 1,954.83 787.12 785.71 787.14 786.69
PER'dK 461.19 512.42 550.02 565.15 580.26 595.40 610.53
........................................................................................09S 97 25,484.31 28,315.90 31,185.87 31,775.83 32,365.84 32,955.80 33,545.82
I NC INS ALARY 2,831.59 2,869.97 589 .96 590 .01 589 .96 590.02
PER ~K 490.08 544.53 599.72 611.07 622.42 633.76 645.11
...........................................
...
...........................
GRADE
1997 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES
5TEP-0 STEP-1 STEp.2 LONG-1 LONG-2
EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/97
LONG.J LONG.4
12 97 27,880.05 30,977.84 33,322.50 34,248.85 35,176.59 36,104.32 37,031.55
INC IN SALARY 3,097.79 2,344.66 926.35 927.74 927.73 927.23
PER WK 536.15 595.72 640.81 658.63 676.47 694.31 712.14
....................--........................................
97 28,517.48 31,686.09 34,094.52 35,022.20 35,949.90 36,876.29 37,80J.52
.C.IN SALARY 3,168.61 2,408.43 927.68 927.70 926.J9 927.23
PER WK 548.41 609.34 655.66 673.50 691.34 709.15 726.99
... ..........
13 97 29,422.33 32,691.48 35,190.40 36,174.66 37,157.52 38,141.74 39,125.5J
INC rr: SALARY 3,269.15 2,498.92 984.26 982.86 984.22 983.79
PER WK 565.81 628.68 676.73 695.66 714.56 733.49 752.41
-. - -. -...
14 97 30,153.1: 33,503.46 36,075.42 37,114.78 38,155.50 39,194.92 40,234.78
INC IN SALARY 3,350.35 2,571.96 1,OJ9.36 1,040.72 1,039.42 1,039.86
PER WK 579.87 644.29 693.75 713.74 733.75 753.74 773.74
.. ...........................--.........................................
15 97 31,696.51 35,218.J5 37,944.64 39,054.36 40,164.03 41,27J.69 42,383.34
INC IN SALARY 3,521.84 2,726.29 1,109.72 1,109.67 1,109.66 1,109.65
PER WK 609.55 677.27 729.70 751.04 772.38 793.72 815.06
.
-
... ..............
~~~o~~;v ~_1
1?98 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTI~ 12/31/98
GRADE STEP-C STEp.l STEp.2 LONG -1 LONG-2 LONG.3 LONG.4
01 98 18,094.81 20,105.35 21,458.16 22,007.67 22,557.14 23,108.06 23,658.08
IN!: IN SALARY 2,010.54 1,352.81 549.51 549.47 550.92 550.02
PER \'11< 347.98 386.64 412.65 423.22 433.79 444.38 454.96
oe qe 23,770.21 26,411.35 28,331.73 29,098.42 29,865.15 30,633.27 31,400.43INC IN SALARY 2,641.14 1,920.38 766.69 766.73 768.12 767.16PER WK 457.12 507.91 544.84 559.58 574.32 589.10 603.85
..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
".-
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
085 98 23,349.69 25,944.11 28,504.92 29,112.64 29,721.73 30,329.39 30,937.53INC IN SALARY 2,594.42 2,560.81 607.72 609.09 607.66 608.14PER 'IlK 449.03 498.92 548.17 559.85 571.57 583.25 594.95
09 98 24,630.71 27,367.46 29,373.84 30,184.62 30,993.91 31,804.63 32,614.86INC IN SALARY 2,736.75 2,006.38 810.78 809.29 810.72 810.23PER \'IK 473.67 526.29 564.88 580.47 596.03 611.62 627.20
................ ............................ ................... .......... .......................
095 ~8 26,180.47 29,089.42 32,036.15 32,643.82 33,251.51 33,859.16 34,466.84[NC IN SALARY 2,908.95 2,946.73 607.67 607.69 607.65 607.68PER ',o./K 503.47 559.41 616.07 627.76 639.45 651. 13 662.82
10 98 25,431.39 28,257.11 30,343.61 31,182.73 32,021.92 32,861.06 33,700.14INC IN SALARY 2,825.72 2,086.50 839.12 839.19 839.14 839.08PER 'IlK 489.07 543.40 583.53 599.66 615.80 631.94 648.07
-
. .
....................................................................................
11 1'18 27,032.84 30,036.49 32,283.14 33,180.52 34,076.38 34,973.79 35,870.64[NC IN SALARY 3,003.65 2,246.65 897.38 895.86 897.41 896.85PER ~'iK 519.86 577.62 620.82 638.08 655.31 672.57 689.82
.. ... ...............--.....
9A 18,907.22 21,008.03 22,442.16 23,021.45 23,599.29 24,178.54 24,757.38
..C IN 5ALARY 2,100.81 1,434.13 579 .29 577 .84 579.25 578.84
PER WK 363.60 404.00 431.58 442.72 453.83 464.97 476.10
... ... ..........--...........--.....
03 98 19,719.6B 21,910.76 23,426.15 24,033.74 24,641.47 25,249.18 25,856.83
INC [N SALARY 2,191.08 1,515.39 607.59 607.73 607.71 607.65
PER ~K 379.22 421.36 450.50 462.18 473.87 485.56 497.24
... : ...--...................
~3A 98 20,149.93 22,388.82 23,947.19 24,583.27 25,220.83 25,856.87 26,493.46
INC IN SALARY 2,238.89 1,558.37 636.08 637.56 636.04 636.59
PER WK 387.50 430.55 460.52 472.75 485.01 497.24 509.48
...............................--.........................................................
035' 98 20,031.79 22,257.55 24,366.06 25,003.55 25,655.28 26,277.16 26,914.20
INC IN SALARY 2,225.76 2,108.51 637.49 651.73 621.88 637.04
PER WK 385.23 428.02 468.57 480.83 493.37 505.33 517.58
..-.........................................................------...-...-.....--.-.--....--
04 98 20,555.56 22,839.52 24,438.49 25,090.19 25,741.92 26~392.17 27,043.38
INC IN SALARY 2,283.96 1,598.97 651.70 651.73 650.25 651.21
PER WK 395.30 439.22 469.97 482.50 495.03 507.54 520.06
................................--...........--.....-..----...---...----.....--...-......
04A 98 20,207.20 22,452.45 24,584.84 25,192.54 25,800.22 26,407.92 27,015.63
INC r~ SALARY 2,245.25 2,132.39 607.70 607.68 607.70 607.71
PER WK 388.60 431.77 472.78 484.47 496.15 507.84 519.53
...........-...........................
04S 9R 21,018.65 23,354.06 25,597.05 26,204.75 26,812.42 27,420.12 28,C27.81
INC IN SALARY 2,335.41 2,242.99 607.70 607.67 607.70 607.69
PER WK 404.20 449.11 492.25 503.93 515.62 527.31 538.99
...........................................................--.............................
05 98 21,356.28 23,729.21 25,408.21 26,074.12 26,740.00 27,405.99 28,071.86
INC !N SALARY 2,372.93 1,679.00 665.91 665.88 665.99 665.87
PER WK 410.70 456.33 488.61 501.42 514.23 527.03 539.84
...
-. ----.--...........-......
055 ~8 21,633.30 24,037.01 26,363.79 26,971.49 27,579.20 28,186.89 28,794.57
INC IN SALARY 2,403.71 2,326.78 607.70 607.71 607.69 607.68
PER WK 416.03 462.25 506.99 518.68 530.36 542.05 553.74
......................................................................................
. 98 22,168.78 24,631.98 26,392.23 27,087.87 27,782.20 28,476.52 29,171.24
INC IN SALARY 2,463.20 1,760.25 695.64 694.33 694.32 694.72
PER WK 426.32 473.69 507.54 520.92 534.27 547.62 560.98
... .......................
065 98 22,247.91 24,719.91 27,130.50 27,738.21 28,345.87 28,953.56 29,561.23
INC IN SALARY 2,472.00 2,410.59 607.71 607.66 607.69 607.67
PER WK 427.84 475.38 521.74 533.42 545.11 556.79 568.48
................................
07 98 22,981.l9 25,534.66 27,376.13 28,100.22 28,824"41 29,547.10 30,270.79
INC IN SALARY 2,553.47 1,841.47 724.09 724.19 722.69 723.69
?ER WK 441.35 491.05 526.46 540.38 554.31 568.21 582.13
~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
07S 98 22,746.46 25,273.85 27,752.34 28,375.72 28,997.57 29,619.48 30,241.86
INC IN SALARY 2,527.39 2,478.49 623.38 621.85 621.91 622.38
PER WK 437.43 486.03 533.69 545.68 557.64 569.60 581.57
...........................................................................................
........................
.................................
.......... ... ... .........................
~~""",...~~.:.. '.-..
1~98 CSEA 52 iJEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 35 HOUR EMPLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/98
GRADE STEP'O STEP-: STEp.2 LONG-l LONG-2 LONG,) LONG.4
12 98 28,646.:4 31,828.94 34,236.88 35,191.03 36,146.56 37,102.11 38,057.17
IN~ :N SALARY 3,182.90 2,407.94 954.15 955.53 955.55 955.06
PER WK 550.89 612.09 658.40 676.75 695.12 713.50 731.86
..............................................................--........................
~ 9~ 29,302.52 32,558.36 35,031.97 35,987.54 36,943.10 37,897.23 38,852.32
NC IN SALARY 3,255.84 2,473.61 955.57 955.56 954.13 955.09
PER WK 563.51 626.12 673.69 692.06 710.44 728.79 747.16
...........................
13 98 30,234.57 33,593.97 36,160.79 37,174.53 38,186.91 39,200.64 40,213.95
INC IN SALARY 3,359.40 2,566.82 1,013.74 1,012.38 1,013.73 1,013.31
PER WK 581.43 646.03 695.39 714.89 734.36 753.85 773.34
.................................
14 98 30,987.2J 34,430.23 37,072.36 38,142.91 39,214.89 40,285.42 41,356.46
INC IN SALARY 3,443.03 2,642.13 1,070.55 1,071.98 1,070.53 1,071.04
PER WK 595.91 662.11 712.93 733.51 754.13 774.71 795.31
............................
15 98 32,576.89 36,196.55 38,997.63 40,140.60 41,283.58 42,426.61 43,569.59
INC IN SALARY 3,619.66 2,801.08 1,142.97 1,142.98 1,143.03 1,142.98
PER WK 626.48 696.08 749.95 771.93 793.91 815.89 837.87
. -.. -..
- -
-.. -. -. -.. -.. - -. -.
-
-..
-
-.. ..........
Appendix A-4
08 ~9 23,840.62 26,489.58 28,417.04 29,183.73 29,950.46 30,718.62 31,485.78
INC r~ SALARY 2,648.96 1,927.46 766.69 766.73 768.16 767.16
PER 'ilK 458.47 509.41 546.48 561.22 575.97 590.74 605.49
. . . . . . . . . ....................... ..... ........ ..... ............. ........................
08S 9R 23,418.13 26,020.15 28,590.28 29,198.01 29,807.11 30,414.76 31,022.96
INC IN SALARY 2,602.02 2,570.13 607.73 609.10 607.65 608.20
PER WK 450.35 500.38 549.81 561.50 573.21 584.89 596.59
. GRAtiE
1998 CSEA 52 WEEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR EMPLOYEES
STEp.O STEP,1 STEp.2 LONG.1 LONC-2
EFFECT!VE UNTIL 12/31/98
LONG.3 LONG. 4
01 9~ 18,165.23 20,183.59 21,543.51 22,092.99 22,642.49 23,193.33 23,743.28
INC IN SALARY 2,018.36 1,359.92 549.48 549.50 550.84 549.95
PER WK 349.33 388.14 414.29 424.86 435.43 446.02 456.60
... .........................
98 18,977.68 21,086.32 22,527.48 23,106.76 23,684.64 24,263.93 24,842.70
~ IN SALARY 2,108.64 1,441.16 579.28 577.88 579.29 578.77
PER WK 364.96 405.50 433.22
' 444.36 455.47 466.61 477.74
.........................
03 ~8 19,790.19 21,989.10 23,511.48 24,119.15 24,726.83 25,334.51 25,942.22
INC rN $ALARY 2,198.91 1,522.39 607.67 607.68 607.68 607.71
PER WK 380.58 422.86 452.~4 463.82 475.51 487.20 498.88
.........................................................................................
03A 98 20,220.40 22,467.12 24,032.52 24,668.58 25,306.12 25,942.22 26,578.75
INC IN SALARY 2,246.72 1,565.40 636.06 637.54 636.10 636.53
PER WK 388.85 432.06 462.~6 474.39 486.65 498.88 511.12
.. -. .--..........--.........
03S 98 20,100.22 22,333.58 24,451.38 25,088.91 25,740.56 26,362.48 26,999.52
INC IN SALARY 2,233.36 2,117.80 637.53 651.65 621.92 637.04
PER WK 386.54 429.49 470.21 482.47 495.01 506.97 519.22
....--..-................................................................................
04 98 20,626.02 22,917.80 24,523.80 25,175.46 25,827.21 26,477.48 27,128.73
INC IN SALARY 2,291.78 1,606.00 651.66 651.75 650.27 651.25
?ER WK 396.65 440.72 471.61 484.14 496.67 509.18 521.70
... ......................................
04A ~8 20,207.20 22,452.45 24,584.84 25,192.54 25,800.22 26,407.92 27,015.63
INC IN SALARY 2,245.25 2,132.39 607.70 607.68 607.70 607.71
PER WK 388.60 431.77 472.78 484.~7 496.15 507.84 519.53
~.......................................................................................
04S 98 21,087.07 23,430.08 25,682.~2 26,290.11 26,897.82 27,505.49 28,113.18
INC :N SALARY 2,343.01 2,252.34 607.69 607.71 607.67 607.69
PER ~K 405.52 450.57 493.89 505.57 517.26 528.95 540.63
... .....................
05 98 21,426.75 23,807.51 25,493.56 26,159.44 26,825.40 27,491.22 28,157.15
INC IN SALARY 2,380.76 1,686.05 665.88 665.96 665.82 665.93
PER WK 412.05 457.83 490.26 503.06 515.87 528.67 541.48
.....................................
05S 98 21,701.70 24,113.00 26,449.13' 27,056.78 27,664.49 28,272.17 28,879.87
INC IN SALARY 2,411.30 2,336.13 607.65 607.71 607.68 607.70
PER WK 417.34 463.71 508.63 520.32 532.00 543.69 555.38
... ......................
98 22,239.18 24,710.21 26,477.46 27,173.23 27,867.55 28,561.88 29,256.68
INC IN SALARY 2,471.03 1,767.25 695.77 694.32 694.33 694.80
PER WK 427.68 475.19 509.18 522.56 535.91 549.26 562.62
~. .........................
065 ~8 22,316.35 24,795.95 27,215.87 27,823.50 28,431.21 29,038.88 29,646.54
INC IN SALARY 2,479.60 2,419.92 607.63 607.71 607.67 607.66
PER WK 429.16 476.84 523.38 535.06 546.75 558.44 570.12
......................
07 98 23,051.67 25,612.97 27,461.48 28,185.55 28,909.67 29,632.45 30,356.08
r NC r N SALARY 2 , 5 6 1 . 30 1 , 84 8 . 5 1 7 24 . 0 7 7 24 . 12 722 . 7 8 723 . 63
PER ~K 443.30 492.55 528.:0 542.02 555.95 569.85 583.77
. . .
- -
. .
-
.
-
... -. -:" .
-
. . . . .
-
. . . . . . . -. .. . . . . .. . . . . ... ...........
07S q8 22,8i4.89 25,349.88 27,837.73 28,461.02 29,082.94 29,704.87 30,327.21
INC IN SALARY 2,534:99 2,487.85 623.29 621.92 621.93 622.34
PER WK 438.75 487.49 535.34 547.32 559.28 571.24 583.21
......................
...........................................................................................
09 1~ 24,701.15 27,445.73 29,459.20 30,269.93 31,079'.22 31,889.97 32,700.26
INC r~ SALARY 2,744.58 2,013.47 810.73 809.29 810.75 810.29
PER ~K 475.02 527.80 566.52 582.11 597.67 613.26 628.85
......................................
09S q8 26,248.83 29,165.37 32,121.44 32,729.10 33,336.81 33,944.47 34,552.19
INC IN SALARY 2,916.54 2,956.07 607.66 607.71 607.66 607.72
PER WK 504.79 560.87 617.72 629.40 641.09 652.77 664.46
..............................................................................................
10 98 25,501.88 28,335.43 30,428.93 31,268.10 32,107.19 32,946.40 33,785.50
{NC IN SALARY 2,833.55 2,093.50 839.17 839.09 839.21 839.10
PER WK 490.42 544.91 585.17 601.30 617.44 633.58 649.72
......................................................................................
11 98 27,103.32 30,114.81 32,368.51 33,265.84 34,161.75 35,059.11 35,955.95
INC IN SALARY 3,011.49 2,253.70 897.33 895.91 897.36 896.84
PER WK 521.22 579.13 622.47 639.72 656.95 674.21 691.46
... ........................
1998 CSEA :2 ~EEK SALARY SCHEDULE FOR 40 HOUR ~~PLOYEES EFFECTIVE UNTIL 12/31/98
~AA::>E STEP-C STEp.l STEp.2 LONG.1 LONG.2 LONG.3 LONG.4
~2 98 28,716.45 31,907.17 34,322.17 35,276.31 36,231.88 37,187.44 38,142.49
INC IN SALARY 3,190.72 2,415.00 954.14 955.57 955.56 955.05
. PER WK 552.2~ 613.59 660.04 678.39 696.76 715.14 133.50
... e .......................
98 29,373.CD 32,636.67 35,117.35 36,072.86 37,028.39 37,982.57 38,937.62
C rN SALARY 3,263.67 2,480.68 955.51 955.53 954.18 955.05
PER WK 564.e7 627.62 675.33 693.70 712.08 730.43 148.80
...........................................................................................
13 98 30,304.53 33,672.22 36,~46.11 37,259.89 38,272.24 39,285.99 40,299.29
INC :N SALARY 3,367.23 2,573.89 1,013.78 1,012.35 1,013.75 1,013.30
PER WK 582.~3 647.54 697.04 716.53 736.00 755.49 774.98
... ........................
14 98 31,057.7J 34,508.56 37,157.68 38,228.22 39,300.16 40,370.76 41,441.82
INC IN SALARY 3,450.86 2,649.12 1,070.54 1,071.94 1,070.60 1,071.06
PER WK 597.~6 663.62 714.57 735.15 755.77 776.36 796.95
.
15 98 32,647.~1 36,274.90 39,082.97 40,225.99 41,368.95 42,511.90 43,654.84
INC IN SALARY 3,627.49 2,808.07 1,143.02 1,142.96 1,142.95 1,142.94
PER ~K 627.33 697.59 751.59 773.57 795.55 817.53 839.51
... ...................................
APPENDIX "B"
SICK LEAVE MONITORING SYSTEM
SECTION 1
An employee who uses three (3) or more undocumented sick leave days
on a Monday, Friday, or the day before or the day after a holiday
in a three (3) month period, shall be placed on a sick leave
monitoring program for the following six (6) months. For the
purposes of this section, undocumented sick leave shall mean sick
leave day which is not explained by the submission of medical
certification that the employee was not able to work due to illness
and/or injury. An employee shall be advised, in writing, at least
five (5) days prior to being placed on the sick leave monitoring
program.
SECTION 2
An employee placed on the monitoring system shall be subject to the
following conditions.
A. When requiring the use of sick leave, the employee shall
notify the Department head and/or designee within one (l) hour of
his/her start time, and shall be required to provide the medical
certification for all sick days used while he/she is on the
monitoring program.
B. The City reserves the right to have the employee examined by
its own physician, or to have its delegated physician visit the
employee at their residence or in a hospital after the first day to
verify the employee's incapacitation.
SECTION 3
Durin~ Ehe five (S) day period after notice and prior to
commencement of placement on the monitoring program; the employee
may file an appeal in writing with the City Administrator or
his/her designee, seeking review of the employee's placement on the
program. This appeal shall be based on the employee's explanation
of the circumstances of his absence and documented hardship. The
City Manager may also consider other factors such as the employee's
service record and attendance record during the appeal procedure.
The City Administrator or his/her designee, shall render a written
decision on the employee's appeal within five (S) days after
receipt of the appeal. An appeal under this section shall not
delay placement in the sick leave monitoring program.
SECTION 4
Violation of the conditions provided in the sick leave monitoring
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program will subject the employee to disciplinary action and an
automatic six (6) month extension on the program.
SECTION 5
After six (6) months on the monitoring program, the employee's use
of sick leave during the six (6) month period shall be assessed and
the employee shall be taken off the program if the employee has not
violated the condition of the sick leave monitoring program.
SECTION 6
Subj ect to the placement in and removal from the monitoring
program, an employee shall again be placed in the program if he/she
again utilizes three (3) or more undocumented sick days on a
Monday, Friday, or the day before or after a holiday within a three
(3) month period.
SECTION 7
An employee who has been placed on the sick leave monitoring
program or whose placement on the program is continued after the
initial six (6) month period or who subsequently is again placed in
the program as provided in Section 6, shall be charged two days
leave time for each day of undocumented sick leave use while on the
sick leave monitoring program. The intent being the employee who
uses an undocumented sick day on the program should not be paid for
that day and in addition shall lose one day from their sick leave
accumulations.
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APPENDIX "C"
CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK
LEAVE PLAN
VACATION LEAVE
1. RMPLOYEES ELIGIBLE: Only employees who have been in
continuous full time employment for one year are eligible for
vacation leave. This eligibility shall include employees hired by
the CITY one year prior to adoption of this plan.
2 . DURATION OF LEAVE: Vacation leave will be granted as
stipulated in the individual contracts entered into by the City of
Poughkeepsie with the Patrolmen I s Benevolent Association, Local
596, International Association of Fire Fighters, City of
Poughkeepsie Unit, Dutchess County Local, Civil Service Employees
Association, and any other group that may be recognized by the
Common Council in the future. For the first five years of
employment, vacation will be after the anniversary date of
employment. If a department head feels that due to peculiarities
of certain positions it is to the advantage of the department to
permit an employee to take vacation prior to anniversary date, the
department head may request same in writing to the City
Administrator. In such instance the employee must have completed
nine months of service. After completion of five years of service,
an employee may take vacation leave after the first day of January
of each year insofar that it does not conflict with seniority
rights as outlined in Paragraph 4.
3. ACCRUED VACATION: In theeventan employeedoesnot electto
take full vacation in one calendar year, that employee will be
permitted to accrue not over one week for any following year.
4. METHOD OF ASSIGNING VACATION LEAVE: Vacation leave will
be granted on a seniority basis by department heads insofar that it
does not conflict with efficient operation of the department. In
the event a department has more than one employee performing
similar duties, only those employees will be permitted to take
vacation one time which will insure efficient operation of that
department. However, seniority will be the determining factor as
to priority of vacation. Employees transferring within the several
departments of the City Government will carry their seniority from
one department to another and such seniority will be used by the
department head in determining the seniority of employees in that
department.
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5. REOUEST FOR VACATION LEAVE: Employees entitled to vacation
leave and requesting same shall submit such request to their
superior on forms provided not less than four weeks prior to the
first day of vacation. The department head will submit the
approved request to the personnel officer immediately upon
approval. .Due to the detail work required to process vacation
leave, failure to submit request with the time specified may
disqualify pay in advance. Salary in advance will be paid only
when employees eligible for three or four weeks vacation take the
full vacation at one time.
6 . COMPUTATION FOR VACATION LEAVE CHECKS: Vacation leave will be
paid on one check. However, deductions will be computed on an
individual week basis.
7 . RETIRED AND DECEASED EMPLOYEES ELIGIBILITY FOR VACATION LEAVE:
(a) Employees retiring from service with the CITY shall be
allowed accrued vacation leave prior to day of -retirement.
However, the Personnel Department should be consulted as to
computing this time in determining date of retirement.
(b) Accrued vacation of employees dying while in the service
of the CITY shall be paid to the legal heirs of the deceased
employee, computed on a pro-rata basis from anniversary date of
appointment if demise is within first five years of employment.
After five years, the time will be computed from January 1st. In
each instance, accrued vacation leave from prior years will be
added and any vacation leave taken will be deducted.
8. ELIGIBILITY OF EMPLOYEES RESIGNING FROM SERVICE: Employees
resigning from service with the CITY will be eligible for unused
vacation leave as appearing on the employeeIs records in the
Personnel Department including accrued vacation from prior years.
9. ELIGIBILITY OF EMPLOYEES ABSORBED BY OTHER GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES: Employees whose positions are absorbed by other
government agencies shall be eligible for accrued vacation due them
prior to their transfer. However, if for some reason it is
impossible for these employees to take their accrued vacation prior
to the transfer, the CITY will pay the employees their accrued
vacation computed from the first working day after severance from
CITY service.
10. VACATION LEAVE DISCHARGED EMPLOYEES:
(a) Employees discharged from service with the CITY due to
abolition of a position will be eligible for accrued vacation due
at the date of discharge.
(b) Employees discharged from a position because of personal
reasons will not be eligible for accrued vacation leave.
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11. AUGMENTING VACATION LEAVE: Other types of leave will not be
permitted to be used to augment vacation leave with the exception
of compensatory time provided for elsewhere in this Plan. However,
employees who have used up sick leave time and who are determined
to be sufficiently incapacitated to return to work, may apply
accrued vacation leave for additional time.
12. FAILURE TO REPORT FOR DUTY AFTER VACATION LEAVE: Employees
who fail to return the first working day after vacation shall not
be paid for that day and all succeeding days unless they formally
notify their superior in writing as to the reason for their
inability to return to work. In the event the employee is not able
to personally notify his superior, he will designate some person to
notify his superior for him. If due to extenuating circumstances
it is impossible for the employee or another person to report, this
will be taken into consideration when the employee is capable of
reporting his reason for inability to work. Employees who are
determined to be capable to return to work and who do not report
within ten (10) working days from the last day of vacation will be
deemed to have resigned from their job and will be stricken from
the CITY roster.
13 . ACCRUAL OF VACATION TIME ON DI SABILITY TIME OFF: Va cat ion
time will accrue for the first six months while under disability
time off under Section 207-a and 207-c of the General Municipal Law
or under Worker's Compensation.
14. NON-ACCRUAL OF VACATION LEAVE DURING SUSPENSION: Employees
suspended from duty will forfeit all accrued vacation time at time
of suspension. Upon reinstatement to the job, all vacation leave
accrued at time of suspension will be reinstated to his credit.
SICK LEAVE
1. ACC~UAL OF SICK LEAVE: Sick leave will be accrued at the
rate of one working day per month commencing upon appointment in
permanent, provisional or probationary employment. Persons
employed in temporary part-time seasonal employment will not accrue
sick leave. Employees hired on a temporary appointment and on full
working week basis and who are retained over one year shall be
credited sick leave on the same basis as permanent employees. Sick
leave taken during first twelve months will be without pay.
2. ACCREDITED SICK LEAVE: Employees who are absent due to
illness must notify their superior not later than one hour of the
start of the working day, except where shifts are involved, then a
minimum 1/2 hour prior notice must be given. In the event the
employee is unable to personallynotify his superior,he must
designate some person that may be contacted to determine the reason
for his absence. In the event the employee fails to notify or to
have his superior notified of his reason for absence, that day and
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all subsequent days of sick leave will be without pay until such
time as the employee notifies or causes to have his superior
notified of his inability to report for work due to illness and
such reason is accepted by the department head. Time taken off by
an employee as accredited sick leave shall be construed to also
cover illness to an immediate family member, i.e., husband, wife,
or children. The employee may also elect to use vacation time for
this purpose. In the event no notification is received from the
employee after three (3) working days, the employee goes to the
bottom of the seniority list and if no notification is received
after the tenth (10th) working day, the employee will be deemed to
have resigned and will be removed from the roster.
3. DOCTOR'S CERTIFICATE: No Doctor's Certificate will be
required of employees on'sick leave for the first two (2) days of
sick leave. However, the CITY reserves the. right to have its
delegated physician visit the employee at his residence or in a
hospital after the first day to verify the employee's
incapacitation. A Doctor's Certificate will be required of an
employee on sick leave over two days duration before that employee
is permitted to return to work. Such certification shall indicate
the nature of the illness and the capability of the employee to
resume his duties. Department heads or their delegated
subordinates shall not permit the employee to resume his duties
until receipt of this certificate. The certification will be
forwarded to the Personnel Department for inclusion in the
employee's file. Days lost due to failure to provide a Doctor's
Certificate will be without pay; however, such time will not be
charged against. sick leave.
4. CHRONIC SICK LEAVE: In the event an employee is repeatedly on
sick leave for one or two days which does not require a Doctor's
Certificate, the department head or his delegated subordinate will
require the employee to have a physical examination to determine
his physical fitness to perform his assigned duties. In the event
no such action is taken by the department head or his subordinate,
the Personnel Department will require this examination of the
employee after duly notifying the department head and the City
Administrator. If, after the examination, it is determined that
the employee has no physical reason for repeated absence, he will
be advised in writing that continuance of the practice will make
him liable for discharge. Department heads will deny annual salary
increment or longevities for this reason.
5. DISALLOWED SICK LEAVE: Employees resigning or who are
discharged from the service for any reason will not be allowed any
portion of sick time accrued.
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6. ACCRUAL OF SICK LEAVE WHILE ON OTHER LEAVE:
(a) Leave of Absence: Sick leave will not accrue.
(b) Sick Leave: Sick leave will not accrue.
(c) Vacation Leave: Sick leave will accrue while employee
is on vacation. However, when employee elects to use
vacation leave to augment sick leave, sick leave will
not accrue.
(d) 'Disability Leave: Sick leave will accrue during the
first six (6) months, while the employee is under
disability time off under Section 207-a and 207-c of
the General Municipal Law and Worker's Compensation.
(e) Leave for Injury or Illness in Line of Duty:
Employee incapacitated for those reasons will receive
only Worker's Compensation or benefits under Section 207-
a or 207-c of the General Municipal Law and sick leave
will accrue for the first six (6) months.
(f) Leave for Injury or Illness Arising from Outside
Employment: Employees accepting outside employment
will not be eligible for sick leave due to any disability
incurred during this employment. However, the employee
may elect to take vacation time accrued.
PERSONAL LEAVE: All full time- employees., including provisional
and probationary will be allowed three days of personal leave in
one calendar year, at such time as the employee requests. Unused
personal leave from one year may not be carried over to the next
year. Personal leave is allowed employees to .permit them to attend
personal affairs that cannot be attended to outside of working
hours. Appointments for beauty parlor, barber, dental, medical,
etc., .will not be permitted during working hours except in cases of
emergency. The employee may elect to substitute their lunch hour
for the time off. Employees not electing to substitute the hour
will be charged one-half day of personal leave time off.
JURY DUTY: Employees serving on jury duty will receive their
normal rate of pay while on jury duty. However, the employee must
notify his superior of his selection to serve in order that the
normal routine of the department will not be affected.
FUNERAL LEAVE: Employeesin all categorieswill be allowed
five (5) days with pay for reason of death in the immediate family.
Immediate family includes husband, wife, son, daughter, father,
mother, sister, brother, mother-in-law, father-in-law and
grandparents. Funeral observance of other members of the family
will be limited to one day charged against personal leave.
Employees using over five days for funeral leave will have
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additional time deducted from personal leave. Group visits to
funeral homes will not be permitted during working hours.
Department heads may delegate two employees from the department to
represent the department during the funeral service of one of their
fellow employees.
COMPENSATORY TIME OFF: Employees on salary basis who are required
to work overtime and are.not paid for this overtime, will be
permitted to take compensatory time off equivalent to the overtime
worked. However, the employee must advise his superior of his
intent to work the overtime and the reason necessitating such
overtime; and such overtime shall be approved by the department
head. The department head may request this overtime and will allow
the employee to take equivalent amounts of time off, convenient to
the efficient operation of the department. This time must be taken
within one year of the accrual of this time. This section does not
apply to department heads.
MILITARY LEAVE: Military leave will be granted with pay to
employees where applicable and in accordance with Federal and State
authorization but such time is not to exceed thirty (30) days in
one calendar year. Pay will not be granted unless certified
military orders are presented to the Personnel Department well in
advance of start of leave. Pay will not be made in advance in this
instance.
LUNCH HOURS: Each employee is entitled to time for lunch but such
time is not to exceed one hour. Where certain activities require
personnel to be on duty continuously during working hours, the
staff will be required to stagger lunch hours at the discretion of
the department head.
OTHER TIME OFF: Although "coffee breaks" .are not considered as
formal time off but are in most instances condoned, it is necessary
to stipulate the time allowed for this purpose is not to exceed ten
(10) minutes away from the employee's duties in each the A.M. and
P.M. shifts. These breaks must be arranged so that each department
will be covered at all times. It will be the responsibility of the
department head to control this practice and to disallow it if he
finds it is being abused.
.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE: Leave of absence shall mean permissive absence
without pay may be granted to employees for such reason as extended'
illness after sick leave has been used up. maternity leave, etc.
Maternity leave will be granted for six (6) months including time
to and after birth of child. No female employee shall be permitted
to work after six months in pregnancy. Request for such leave must
be filed with the department head for submission to the City
Administrator for his approval and in sufficient time to recruit
temporary help to fill the position. These leaves of absence 'will
be reviewed periodically for determination to continue or
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discontinue. In the event is decided to terminate the leave, the
employee must be notified in writing. The employee may request a
hearing for reconsideration of the leave.
AUTHORIZATION OF CITY TRAVEL:
(1) Employees will be allowed to attend conferences and meetings
pertinent to their individual duties with the City. However,
authorization to travel under these conditions must be by request
to the City Administrator at least two weeks before leaving for the
conference or meeting and then only on the City Administrator's
approval. The time necessary to travel to attend the session and
to return to duty will be with pay. Expenditures must be within
budgetary allowance.
(2) Expenditures approved by the City while attending such
conferences or meetings will be round trip to and from location of
conference (mileage will be allowed at $.10 per mile if personal
car is used), taxicab fares, tolls, meals, hotel bills (only on
submission of receipted bill}, tips and registration. Expenditures
must be submitted on approved vouchers available at the Department
of Finance. Where members of employee's family travel with them,
the City will pay only the employee's share of the cost.
FAILURE TO REPORT ABSENCE FROM DUTY: Employees failing to report
in for any reason for absence from duty within ten (10) working
days will be considered as having resigned their position and will
be dropped from the roster.
OFFICIAL HOLIDAYS: The official holidays will be: New Years
Day, Martin Luther King Day, Washington's Birthday, Decoration Day,
Fourth of July, Labor Day, Columbus Day, Veteran's Day,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and Good Friday. If the official
holiday falls on Sunday, the Monday following will be given off.
If the official holiday falls on Saturday, the Friday immediately
prior- 'to that will be given off. Employees who are required to
work on any of the above listed holidays to maintain the efficient
operation of City facilities, will be granted compensatory time off
at the discretion of the department head. No compensatory time off
will, be allowed if a holiday falls during a period when the
employee is on sick or injury leave. However, if an employee is on
vacation leave when one of the holidays occur, that employee may
extend his vacation time an equivalent number of days at the end of
his vacation time to compensate for holiday lost.
EXCEPTIONS:
(1) POLICE DEPARTMENT - All provisions of this Plan shall apply to
the Police Department except those provis ions which are
inconsistent with the provisions of the contract entered into by
the City of Poughkeepsie and the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association
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in which case the provisions of that contract shall take
precedence. Employees of the Police Department not considered
performing policemanic duties will be included under "Other
Employees", item 3.
(2) FIRE DEPARTMENT - All provisions of the Plan shall apply to
the Fire Department except those provisions which are inconsistent
with the provisions of the contract entered into by the City of
Poughkeepsie and the Local 569, International Association of Fire
Fighters in which case the provisions of that contract shall take
precedence. Employees of the Fire Department not considered
performing firemanic duties will be included under "Other
Employees", Item 3.
(3) OTHER EMPLOYEES - All provisions of this Plan shall apply to
other employees of the City of Poughkeepsie except those provisions
which are inconsistent with the provisions of the contract entered
into by the City of Poughkeepsie and the City of Poughkeepsie Unit,
Dutchess County Local, Civil Service Employees Association, Local
1000, American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees,
AFL-CIO, in which case the provisions of that contract will take
precedence.
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APPENDIX "D"
ALCOHOL/DRUG POLICY
BETWEEN CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE ("CITY")
AND THE CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE UNIT, DUTCHBSS COUNTY LOCAL #814,
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, mc. LOCAL 1000 ("CSBA")
Stat~ment of Poli~
The City and the CSEA recognize that the use, abuse and/or
possession of intoxicants, including alcohol and controlled
substances, in the work place constitutes a serious threat to the
health and safety of members of the public and to all employees.
The City and the CSEA are further aware of the special obligation
of all employees of the City to refrain from the illegal use of
controlled substances and the absolute right of the public to have
employees perform their duties and responsibilities free from the
effects of alcohol and drugs. The City and the CSEA are desirous
of maintaining a safe, healthy and productive work environment for
all employees and for the integrityof the City. The City and CSEA
are further concerned about the effects of alcohol and drug use and
abuse on employees and their families and strongly encourage
employees with substance abuse problems to voluntarily come forward
and seek help through an appropriate treatment program. In
furtherance of this policy, the following rules and regulations are
adopted regarding alcohol and drug use. Violation of the rules and
regulations will impact an employee's employment, may result in
disciplinary action up to and including termination of employment
and may include the referral for the lodging. of criminal charges.
Section I: Definitions
A. Illegal substance - Any drug or controlled substance listed in
Public Health Law section 3306 (Schedules I through V), including
but not limited to heroin, LSD, concentrated cannabis or
cannabinoids, hashish or hash oil, morphine or its derivatives,
mescaline, peyote, phencyclidine (angel dust), opium, opiates,
methadone, cocaine, quaaludes, amphetamines, seconal, codeine,
phenobarbital and valium for which an employee does not have proper
medical authorization.
B. Proper medical authorization - a prescription or other writing
from a licensed physician or dentist for the use of a drug in the
course of medical treatment.
C. Drug - any prescription or over the counter medication not
included in Definition I (A) above.
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D. Drug use/abuse - The use, possession, distribution or sale of
any illegal substance during work hours; the use of any drugs prior
to reporting for work or during work hours which impairs to any
degree an employee's ability to perform his/her job duties; the use
of any illegal substance prior to reporting for duty which impairs
to any degree an employee's ability to perform his/her job duties,
an employee who tests positive for illegal substances or drugs
through a drug screening user analysis is presumed in violation of
the policy pursuant to the procedure set forth in Section V below.
E. Alcohol abuse - a reading of .04.or more alcoholic content
determined by a breathalyzer test; a reading of more than .00 for
employees of the bus department.
Section II: DruQ/Alcohol Testina
Drug/alcohol testing shall be done at the following times:
A. City Hall Clerical/Administrative Staff (in office only),
Engineering Clerical/Administrative Staff, Department of Public
Works Clerical/Administrative Staff, Parks and Recreation
Department Clerical/AdministrativeStaff, and parking Department
Clerical/Administrativestaff and Attendants.
Reasonable Suspicion: If there is reasonable suspicion
to believe that an employee is guilty of alcohol or drug
use/abuse in violation of the policy. There is
reasonable suspicion to be an employee is guilty of
alcohol or drug abuse if any of the following standards
is met:
(1)
(a) there' is direct observation of use of an illegal
substance or alcohol while on .duty; there is direct
observation of use of an illegal substance or
alcohol at such time prior to reporting for duty
that there is a reasonable belief that the employee
has reported for duty under the influence of or is
impaired by an illegal substance or alcohol in
violation of this policy as defined in Section I
above; there is direct observation of use of a drug
(as defined in Section I(c) on duty such that there
is a reasonable belief that the employee is impaired
by the drug in violation of this policy as defined
in Section I above; there is direct observation of
the use of a drug on such a basis 'priorto reporting
for work that there is a reasonable belief that the
employee has reported for work in an impaired
condition or is impaired on duty in violation of
this policy as defined in Section I above;
(b) based on observation of the employee's conduct,
performance, appearance, behavior, speech, body
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odors, or erratic behavior while on duty or at such
time prior to reporting for duty that it is
reasonably believed that the employee has used or is
under the influence of an illegal substance, alcohol
or drugs including observation of a pattern of
conduct including absences or lateness for work;
(c) information is provided from a reliable and credible
source that the employee is engaging in illegal use,
possession, distribution, or sale of an illegal
substance or drug while on duty; or is under the
influence of. an illegal substance, alcohol or drugs
while on duty, or at such time prior to reporting
for duty, in such a manner or on such a basis that
there is a reasonable. basis to believe that the
employee is reporting for work or working under the
influence of alcohol or drugs;
The determination as to whether there is reasonable
suspicion to test is to be made by the Department Head.
The factual information provided to the Department Head
and/or direct observations of the Department Head shall
be reduced to writing by the Department Head prior to
testing. The writing shall include a specific statement
as to what conduct has been observed or what information
was provided and by whom and whether the source was
reliable. The Department Head will include a written
recommendation as to whether a test should be
administered. If the Department Head is not immediately
available, and a supervisor in the department reasonably
believes a test should be performed, he or she shall
follow the above procedure by preparing a written
statement and providing it to the. City Administrator.
The determination whether to test shall be made by the
City Administrator.
(2) After suspension or reassignment due to alcohol or drug
use: If any employee has been suspended or reassigned
due to alcohol or drug use, testing will be done once
prior to his/her return to duty and on a random basis for
a six (6) month period after return to duty, not to
exceed two (2) test~ after his/her return to duty.
B. City Hall. Field Work Employees (perform in-office and
assignments and operate private pr City vehicle in course of job
performance except for Public Safety Employees designated below);
Engineering Department Field Work Employees (perform in-office
assignments and operate private or City vehicle in course of job
performance) .
(1) Reasonable suspicion (see definition in A (1) above).
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(2)
c.
After a vehicular accident, while performing job, if (a)
there'is a fatality; (b) there is injury to any driver or
individual involved in the accident requiring immediate
hospi tal at tention; (c) there is property damage to
vehicles that in the opinion of the Department Head
appears to be in the amount of $1,500.00 or greater; or
(d) there is reasonable suspicion to believe an employee
involved in
.
the accident is under the influence of
alcohol and/or drugs as defined above.
(3) After 'suspension or reassignment due to alcohol or drug
use. If any employee has been su~pended or reassigned
due to alcohol or drug use, testing will be done once
prior to his/her return to duty and on a random basis for
a six (6) month period after return to duty, not to
exceed three (3) tests after return to duty.
Public Safety Employees (Public Works, Recreation and
Parks, Water Department, Parking, Sewer, Engineering
(except administration), Police, Fire (except.. employees
as specified in subsections A and B above).
(1 ) Pre-employment Screening. 'Alcohol and drug screening
shall be conducted prior to initial hiring. An applicant.
who has previously worked for the City shall be subject
to this requirement. However, an applicant seeking
: reinstatement to the same position as previously held,
will only be subject to testing in the discretion of the
City. The City expressly reserves the right to use the
test results {n its new hiring employment decision.
(2) Probationary Period. The City shall test all
probationary employees during the. probationary period.
A current employee transferring from one position to
another shall only be subject to this testing if he or
- she is assuming new duties and responsibilitiesas a
driver or operator of vehicles or equipment. The testing
shall be done on a random basis during the probationary
period. Refusal on the part of a probationary employee to
submit to the test shall be grounds for termination of
the employee. Random testing during this period shall
not exceed three (3) tests. This section shall only be
applicable to employees hired or transferred after the
date of the signing of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement between the parties, effective January 1, 1991.
(3) As part of an otherwise required routine medical
examination.
(4) After a vehicular accident, work place accident or
accident involving operation of equipment while on duty,
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if (a) there is a fatality; or (b) there is injury to any
driver, passenger or individual involved in the accident
requiring immediate hospital attention; however, an
injury, regardless of the' seriousness, may subject an
employee to testing in the discretion of the department
head if there is a reasonable basis to conclude, after a
review of the circumstances of the accident that the
employee was at fault or if the employee is cited for a
traffic violation or infraction by a police agency; or
(c) there is property damage to vehicles or equipment
that, in the opinion of the immediate supervisor on duty
or Department Head appears to be in the amount of $1,500
or greater, however, damage to a vehicle or equipment
involved in the accident, regardless of the amount, may
subject the employee to drug or alcohol testing in the
discretion of the Department Head if there is a
reasonable basis to conclude, after a review of the
circumstances of the accident that the employee was at
fault or If the employee is cited for a traffic violation
or infraction by a police, agency; or (d) there is
reasonable suspicion to believe an employee involved in
the accident is under the influence of alcohol and/or
drugs as defined below.
(5) If there is reasonable suspicion to believe that an
employee is guilty of alcohol/substance abuse in
violation of this policy. (see definition in A(l)
above) .
(6) After suspension or reassignment due to alcohol or drug
use. If an employee has been suspended or reassigned due
to alcohol or drug use, testing will be done once prior
to his/her return to duty and on a random basis for a one
year period after return to work, no"t to exceed three (3)
tests after return to duty.
D. Bus Department Employees
(1) Pre-employment Screening. Alcohol and drug screening
shall be conducted prior to hiring. The City expressly
reserves the right to use the test results in its new
hiring employment decision.
(2) ,Probationary Period. The City shall test all
probationary employees during the probationary period.
The testing shall be done on a random basis during the
probationary period., Refusal on the part of a
probationary employee to submit to the test shall be
grounds for termination of the employee. Testing pursuant
to this section shall not exceed three (3) tests.
(3) As part of an otherwise required routine medical
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( 4 )
examination.
After a vehicular accident if (a) there is a fatality; or
(b) there' is injury to any driver, passenger or
individual involved in the accident requiring immediate
hospital attention; however, an injury, regardless of the
seriousness, may subject an employee to testing in the
discretion of the Bus Supervisor if there is a reasonable
basis to conclude, after a review of the circunstances of
the accident that the employee was at fault or if the
employee is cited for a traffic violation or infraction
by a poiice agency; or (c) that, in the opinion of the
immediate supervisor on duty or Bus Supervisor appears to
be in the amount of $1,500 or greater, however, damage to
a vehicle or equipment involved in the accident,
regardless of the amount, may subject the employee to
drug or alcohol testing in the discretion of the Bus
Supervisor if there is a reasonable basis to conclude,
after a review of the circunstances of the accident that
the employee was at fault or if the employee is cited for
a traffic violation or infraction by a police agency; or
(d) there is reasonable suspicion to believe 'an employee
involved in the accident is under the influence of
alcohol and/or drugs as defined below.
(5) If there is reasonable suspicion to believe that an
employee is guilty of alcohol/substance abuse in
violation of this policy. (see definition in Section A
(1) above).
*(6) After suspension or reassignment due to alcohol or drug
use. If an employee has been suspended or reassigned due
to alcohol or drug use, testing will be done once prior
to his/her return to duty and on a random basis for a one
year period, not to exceed three (3) tests after return
- to duty.
(7)' After any traffic ticket while on duty for a moving
violation in the discretion of the Bus Supervisor, based
upon the seriousness of the infraction.
*(8) On a random basis not to exceed five (5) tests per year
of all non-probationary Bus Department Employees.
Section III: Testina Procedure
A. Alcohol Testing. Alcohol testing will be done by a
breathalyzer test. ,In lieu of a breathalyzer test, a urine
screening may be performed as determined by the Department Head.
A urine test will be conducted in accordance with the procedures
set forth under subsecion B herein for drug testing. A
breathalyzer test will be conducted in accorance with the following
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procedure.
(a) A supervisor must escort the employee to the City of
Poughkeepsie Police Department for the brathalyzer test.
The breathalyzer test will be given according to its
operating instructions by a police officer certified by
New York State to perform the test. A Breathalyzer
Operational Checklist form will be completed by the
police officer administering the test, indicating the
name of the employee tested, date and time of test,
blood/alcohol content registered, name of officer
administering the test and location of test. The
supervisor will place the checklist in an envelope marked
with the employee's name apd social security number. The
employee will sign his/her name to the front of the
envelope, indicating that the completed form was placed
in the envelope. The supervisor will then sign the
envelope and will date the signatures. The envelope will
be taken by the supervisor directly to the Department
Head for filing in files of the Department maintained by
the Department Head.
"* In total, a non-probationary Bus Department employee
would not be subject to more than five (5) tests in one
calendar year pursuant to testing as set forth in Section
II (D) (6) & II (D) (8).
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B. Urine Testing. Urine testing will be done in a hospital,
medical office/clinic laboratory site to be chosen by the
City, after consultation with CSEA, which, from time to
time, or depending on the day of the week or hour of the
day may change.
The employee will be transported to the testing site by
a supervisor. The employee will complete a chain of custody form
as directed by the lab technician. The employee will provide his
or her urine specimen in private and providing the sample will not
be observed. The employee. will fill the specimen container and
close it immediately after giving the specimen. The technician
will measure the temperature of the specimen. The time from
urination to the temperature measure is critical and should not
exceed 4 minutes. The temperature must be between 32.5 to 37.7 C
/ 90.5 to 99.8 F. The employee will initial and date the security
tape and seal the specimen bottle. The employee will give the
sealed specimen container to the technician who will log it and
secure it for screening. The supervisor will provide any
information requested by the lab technician. The employee will
complete information requested on the chain of custody form and
sign it and date the form. The employee will be escorted back to
the Department by the supervisor and the procedure set forth in
Section IV below will be followed.
The laboratory I s chain of custody procedures will be
followed if different from the procedures set forth herein.
The sample given shall be tested at a laboratory selected
by the City which has NIDA certification. The sample test results
'shall be read in accordance with standards utilized by the
certified laboratory. The laboratory shall acknowledge that the
sample was securely sealed when received.
The designated laboratory shall initially perform the
enzyme multiplied immunoassay test (EMIT) on the sample for the
presence of drugs and controlled substances. A sample which tests
positive shall be retested by the laboratory using the gas
chromatography mass spectroscopy test (GC-MS). A sample shall be
deemed positive for the presence of drugs if both the EMIT test and
confirmation GC-MS test are positive.
In the event the EMIT test or confirmatory GC-MS test
result is negative, then the sample shall be deemed negative for
the presence of intoxicating substances. A negative report shall
be provided to the Department Head, who shall so inform the
employee of the test results.
If the results of the EMIT and confirmatory GC-MS test
result are positive, the laboratory shall provide copies of the
, test results to the Department Head. The Department Head shall
advise the employee within 24 hours of receipt of the results
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thereof.
urine testing for alcohol shall be done in accordance
with general standards utilized by the certified laboratory.
positive results may result in disciplinary or other
action as set forth in Sections V and VI below.
Results of the test will be given to the employee in
private by the supervisor and will be kept confidential except as
set forth in Section V(G) below or for use in disciplinary
proceedings.
After the employee receives notice of a confirmed
positive test from the Department Head the employee may make a
written request within five (5) calendar days to the Department
Head for a retest of the sample. The employee may then, at his or
her own expense, have the sample retested by the laboratory who
performed the initial test or by a different duly licensed
laboratory.selected by the employee. The selected laboratory shall
be responsible for pick-up and transport of the sample back to the
initial laboratory and it shall ensure chain of custody. The
employee shall be responsible for all costs associated with the
second test and shall make arrangements for. payment with the
laboratory performing the retest. However, if the retest by the
employee proved negative (both screening and GC-MS or equivalent)
and the City determines that the employee's retest is accurate and
there is a question of the validity of the City's initial test,
which proved positive, the City may, in its discretion, pay the
cost for the employee's retest. The results of the retest shall be
sent to the Department Head, who will then provide a copy of the
test results to the employee. A negative result on the retest
shall not preclude disciplinary action as s~t forth in Section V
below for violation of this policy.
- Section IV: ReassiQnment pendina Test Results
and Disci9linary Action
Any employee who is suspected of using alcohol and/or drugs in
violation of this policy and is required to submit to a test
pursuant to this policy, may, in the discretion of the Department
Head, be immediately removed from the use of any vehicle or
equipment or from any duty which could endanger the safety and
welfare of the public, the employee, or other employees of the
City. That employee shall be assigned to such duty as determined
by the Department Head. Said reassignment shall continue pending
the results of the alcohol and/or drug test. Where the results of
the test are negative, then the employee shall be placed back on
regular assignment. Where the results of the test are positive, or
if any employee fails or refuses to submit to an ordered test, the
employee shall be on such duty as assigned by the Department Head
pending outcome of a disciplinary hearing or the employee may be
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subject to suspension, at the discretion of the City, as provided
for in Civil Service Law Section 75.
Section V: Disci91inary Procedure/Penaltip-s
A. The use of alcohol during a tour of duty or at such times
prior to reporting for duty as may impair and interfere with the
performance of job assignment is prohibited. A breathalyzer test
reading of 0.04 or more, or more than. 00 for bus department
employees is presumed to be a violation of this Policy and will
result in disciplinary action as set forth below.
B. Use of any illegal substance during work hours as provided in
Section I(c) of this' policy, is strictly prohibited. and will result
in disciplinary action as set forth below. Use of or abuse of any
illegal substance off-duty where the employee reports for work
under the influence of said substance or use of any drug off-duty
or during work hours so that the employee I s ability to perform
his/her job assignment is impaired to any degree, is deemed a
violation of this policy and will result in disciplinary action.
On duty possession of substances or prescription drugs not properly
medically authorized and/or illegal distribution or sale of illegal
substances or prescription drugs while on duty is prohibited and
will result in disciplinary action as set forth herein up to and
including dismissal from service. An employee who tests positive
for drug use through drug screening user analysis done pursuant to
this policy, through a positive drug screening (EMIT) and positive
gas chromatography mass spectroscopy test (GC-MS) is presumed to be
in violation of this policy and impaired. The extent to which the
City can show on duty impairment of the employee shall be
considered in a determination of the penalty to be imposed for said
violation of this policy.
C. Nothing in this policy shall prohibit the City from seeking
disci-plf"narypenalty against an employee for violation of this
policy where the City has not conducted a drug or alcohol test
pursuant to the policy or based upon the results of a drug or
alcoh01 test performed while the employee is on duty or resulting
from on-duty conduct pursuant to New York State statutory law.
D. An employee ordered to submit to a drug or alcohol test
pursuant to this policy may consult with available union
reprsentative after being ordered to submit to said test. The
employee must, however, within forty-five (45) minutes of the order
to test, inform the department head/supervisor as to whether he/she
is going to submit to or refuse the ordered test and proceed
forthwith to be tested. In the event that a Union representative
is not readily available, an employee will be afforded up to an
additional thirty (30) minutes to meet with a Union representative.
However, where a breathalyzer test has been ordered, the forty-five
(45) minute deadline in the policy will not be subject to
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extension.
E. Refusal or failure to take a breathalyzer test or drug
screening urine analysis as required pursuant to th~s policy shall
be admissible evidence at a disciplinary hearing and will create a
presumption of use of ~llegal substances, alcohol or drugs in
violation of this policy. In addition, refusal or failure to take
a test as required pursuant to this policy shall subject the
employee to a charge of insubordination and disobeying an order in
addition to charges for alcohol or drug abuse and use. Tampering
with or adulterating a sample will result in disciplinary action up
to and including dismissal from service as set forth herein.
F. Employees deemed to have violated this alcohol/drug policy who
are entitled to a hearing pursuant to Section 75 of the Civil
Service Law shall be afforded said hearing in compliance with the
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the parties. This alcohol
and drug policy shall not be construed to and. does not create any
hearing rights for employees not otherwise entitled to a hearing as
provided for in Section 75 of the Civil Service Law.
G. Penalties. An employee found guilty of violating this policy
shall be subject to disciplinary penalties as set forth in Section
75 of the Civil Service Law including suspension and dismissal in
the discretion of the City Administrator and in addition, may be
required to participate in drug and/or alcohol counselling as set
forth in Section VI below.
H. The results of any breathalyzer test or urine analysis/drug
screening that are positive shall be made part of the employee's
personnel file. If the results of the above tests are negative,
'said results shall not be placed in the employee's personnel file
unless specifically requested by the employee or if the City
obtains the employee's consent to file said' results. This shall
not preclude the City from keeping a separate record of native test
results -on file in the employee's department, apart from the
employee's personnel file, should the fact of a negative alcohol or
drug test be deemed necessary by the City for the defense of the
City in litigation that may result due to the employee's conduct or
involvement in an occurrence or incident which resulted in the drug
alcohol screening.
I. A bus drive called in for unscheduled overtime may refuse the
overtime if there is use of alcohol at such time prior to reporting
for the overtime that the employee may not achieve a reading of .00
on the breathalyzer test as required by the policy. Upon the third
or more refusal to accept overtime on this basis, the City may take
corrective action, including disciplinary action. However,. the
City shall not unreasonably implement this provision and will only
do so after a meeting with the employee, a Union representative, if
desired by the employee, and the City Administrator or his
designee.
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J. In addition to disciplinary action, nothing in this
alcohol/drug policy shall be deemed to prevent the City
Administrator from referring to the results of a positive alcohol
or drug test to the appropriate police or other law enforcement
agency for purposes of criminal action, if the conduct which
resulted in the test constitutes criminal conduct.
K. Unless specifically prohibited by the Drug and Alcohol Policy,
the City is not prevented from seeking disciplinary action against
an employee for off-duty conduct that involves drugs or alcohol as
it deems appropriate.
Section VI: Alcohol/DruQ Rehabilitation ProQram
Where a permanently appointed employee, on his or her own behalf,
or someone on his or her behalf, volunatarily informs the
Department Head or City Administrator that he or she is
experiencing problems with alcohol or drug use, who has not
previously been the subject of a disciplinary penalty, following
applicable due process procedures, if any, for alcohol or drug use
and has not been involved in any conduct or occurrence which would
require the employee to be tested pursuant to this policy, that
employee will be afforded the opportunity to participate in an
alcohol or drug rehabilitation program, rather than being subjected
to disciplinary action. The particular program in which the
employee will participate must be a program approved by New York
State and must be approved by the City. Enrollment in an alcohol
or drug' program in lieu of disciplinary action shall only be
available where the employee has never tested pos,itive for drug or
alcohol use while employed by the City and has not been the subject
of any disciplinary action for alcohol or drug use while employed
by the City.
A leave of absence for 'treatment on an in-pitient or out-patient
basis will be granted for a period not to exceed sixty (60)
calendar cays. However, the City Administrator, after consultation
with the Department Head, may approved an additional leave of
thrity (30) calendar days in his discietio~. while on leave of
absence, the empl9yee may use accumulated sick time, vacation time,
holidays and other accrued leave time with the approval of the City
Administrator after consultation with the Department Head, up to
the limits set forth in the Collective Bargaining Agreement between
the parties. Otherwise, said leave of absende is without pay.
Ther terms of the policy relative to said absences are not meant to
affect or diminish those rights an employee would otherwise be
entitled to pursuant to Sections 72 and 73 of the Civil Service
Law.
An employee who chooses to participate in an out-patient program
and who does not wish to take a leave of absence, may, in the
discretion of the Department Head, continue with his or her duties
either on regular assignment, reassignment or limited duty as
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deemed appropriate by the Department Head in his/her sole
discretion. Nothing herein, however, shall be deemed to create a
right on the part of the employee to limited, reassigned or light
duty.' Such reassignment, light or limited duty shall only be
provided if the Department Head deems it available within the
Department.
An employee is responsible for all costs for and associated with
any treatment program in which he or she participates.. The City
shall bear no responsibility for any such costs, except for those
benefits normally provided to Unit members pursuant to the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.
An employee participating in a program must sign a Release for the
City to be provided with information by the program with regard to
testing done by the program and the employee's particpation and
peformance in the program. Return to work after completion of the
program may only occur upon certification from the program that the
employee has satisfactorily participated in the program, that the
program recormnends return to regular assig'nment and there is proof
of no alcohol or drug use for a period of two (2) weeks prior to
return to work. Upon return to work, the employee shall be
subject to testing as set forth in Section II above. The final
decision as to whether to permit an employee to return to work
shall be made the the City Administrator after consultation with
the Department Head but no later than two (2) weeks after receipt
of the information discussed above. In the event the determination
is to allow the employee to return to work, th employee shall'be
permitted to return forthwith. In the event the City Administrator
determines not to permit the employee to return to work, any action
taken by the City to implement this determination must be in
accordance with any rights the employee has pursuant to New York
State Civil Service Law and/or the Collective. Bargaining Agreement.
An employee. who voluntarily chooses to participate in a program but
fail~ to successfully complete the program or be recommended for
return to work by the program or the City Administrator, shall be
subject to other appropriate action, including disciplinary action,
and sanctions pursuant to Section 75 of the Civil Service Law, up
to and including termination, as ordered by the City Administrator.
Prior to such action being taken or commenced by the City
Administrator, there shall be a meeting with the employee, a Union
representative, if so requested by the employee, the Department
Head and the City Administrator or his designee to discuss the
employee's failure to complete the program.
Where an employee has not voluntarily sought treatment and is the
subject of disciplinary action, in lieu of or in addition to the
penalties set forth in the Civil Service Law, the employee may'be
required to participate in an alcohol or drug rehabilitation
program. The employee will only be permitted to return to regular
assignment upon the recommendation of the accredited alcohol or
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drug abuse program and with the approval of the City Administrator,
subj ect to any rights. provided for in New York State Civil Law.
Failure to participate ,in and satisfactorily meet the requirements
of the program will result in disciplianry action pursuant to
Section 75 of the Civil Service Law. Prior to such action being
taken or commenced by the City Administrator, there shall be a
meeting with the employee, a Union representative, if so requested
by the employee, the Department Head and the City Administrator or
his designee to discuss the employeeI s failure to complete the
program.
Dated: Poughkeepsie, New York
June 24, 1992
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~APPENDIX "E"
CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE POLICY
FOR
THE ALCOHOL MISUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
AND
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE USE PREVENTION PROGRAM
PURSUANT TO
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION REGULATIONS
~.
~
AGREEMENT between the City of poughkeepsie and the civil Service
Employees, Association, Inc. , relative to Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Alcohol & Drug Testing Rules published by
FHWA and 'u.s. Department of Transportation (DOT) Omnibus
Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991.
The policy of the city of poughkeepsie concerning controlled
substanc~ testing of safety-sensitive employees as def ined and
required by FHW/DOT Law and Regulations and ,the procedures to be
followed when an employee tests positive for a controlled
substance. The employer agrees not to perform any tests beyond
those necessary to meet the Federal Guidelines in administering
this policy. '
1. The City of Poughkeepsie shall, require that its employees who
hold safety-sensitive positions as defined by DOT/FHWA Regulations,
be tested for controlled substance use as provided fo~ and required
by the Controlled Substance Testing Rules published by the FHWA and
u.S. DOT Omnibus Transportation Employees Testing Act of 1991.
2. Any driver who tests positive in any test administered by or
on behalf of the City of Poughkeepsie, which indicates the presence
of a controlled substance, shall be immediately removed from duty
and shall be sent to a Substance Abuse Professional (SAP), and may
be subject to such disciplinary action as the law provides.
3. In considering any disciplinary action upon a permanently
appointed employee, the City shall take into account a self
referral, that is an employee who in recognition of a drug problem
prior to being selected for testing, engages a substance
professional for evaluation and treatment and has not been subject
to disciplinaryaction for drug use. '
4. Any- employee who refuses a drug test as required by this
program shall be removed from duty in accordance with the DOT/FHWA
regulations, shall be subject to the provisions pi section V (E) of
the Alcohol/Drug Policy Between the City and CSEA annexed to the
Collective Bargaining Agreement as Appendix "D", and the employee
may be subject to disciplinary action as the law provides.
5. The City of Poughkeepsie shall pay for the evaluation by SAP
as required by DOT/FHWA Regulations. In the event that it is
determined that a treatment plan is necessary, payment shall be the
responsibility of the employee. Approval by the City for use of
any leave time for participation in a treatment plan, shall not
prevent the City from pursuing disciplinary action. A copy of any
report generated by SAP shall be provided to the employee by the
City.
6. The city shall bear the cost of tests mandated by this
program. The employee shall be responsible for the testing of the
f'
~
split urine sample if (s)he chooses to have said testing performed.
If the test turns out negative, then the employer shall pay the
cost.
7. The City shall utilize the services of st. Francis WorkPlace
to perform the testing required by the FHWA/DOT regulations, unless
the City, after conferring with Civil Service Employees
Association, Inc., decides to utilize another testing facility that
meets federal requirements to perform the testing.
8. For random testing, the' City of Poughkeepsie will provide a
car for the employee to drive to the test site. For all other
tests, the employee will be escorted to the test site.
9. All communication between st. Francis WorkPlace and the
employer will go to the designated CSPP Program Manager.
Dated: March'~, 1996 CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
INC., LOCAL 1000, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY AND
MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO
The CITY of Pouqhkeepsie Unit
Dutchess County. Local #814
BY: t-J.~' ,..)
~WILLIS WIMBERLYCSEA, unit president/Neqotiatinq
chairperson
~~ ~-J~
~
~T~SON
~~,~ 11(.(c.re19
ART FLEISCHNER '
-g~ {1 P-~-~
BRUCE DOORI
THE CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE
BY: ~dfi- ~
COLETTE LAFUENTE
MAYOR
f~
AGREEMENT between the City of poughkeepsie and the Civil Service
Employees Association, Inc. , relative to Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Alcohol & Drug Testing Rules published by
FHWA and u.s. Department of Transportation (DOT) Omnibus
Transportation Employee Testing Act of 1991.
Joint policy concerning alcohol testing of safety-sensitive
employees as defined. and required by FHWA/DOT Law and Regulations,
and the procedure to be followed when an employee tests positive
for alcohol use. The employer agrees not to perform any tests
beyond those necessary to meet the Federal guidelines in
administering this policy.
1. The City of Poughkeepsie shall require that its employees who
hold safety-sensitive positions as defined by DOT/FHWA Regulations,
be tested for alcohol use as provided for in compliance with the
Alcohol Testing Rules published by the FHWA and u.s. DOT Omnibus
Transportation Employees Testing Act of 1991.
2. Any driver who registers an alcohol concentration of 0.04 on
any test administered by or on behalf of the City of Poughkeepsie,
shall be immediately'removed from duty and shall be sent to a
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) for evaluation, and may be
subject to such disciplinary action as the law provides.
3. In considering any disciplinary action upon a permanently-
appointed employee, the City shall take into account a self-
referral, that is an employee who in recognition of an alcohol
problem prior to being selected for testing, engages a substance
abuse professional for evaluation and treatment and has not been
the subject of disciplinary action for alcohol use.
4. A driver who refuses an alcohol test. as required in the
testing program shall be removed from duty in accordance with the
DOT/FHWA- guidelines and shall be subject to the provisions of
section V(E) of the Alcohol/Drug Policy Between the City and CSEA,
annexed to the Collective Bargaining Agreement as Appendix "D", and
may subject the employee to such disciplinary action as the law
provides. .
5. Any driver who registers an alcohol concentration of 0.02 to
0.039 on a mandated test result, shall be removed from performing
functions, which in the discretion of the department head, are
describable as safety-sensitive, that is that the driver places
him/herself or members of the public at risk while engaged in said
functions, until the driver is retested with a result below .02 or
until at least 24 hours following the test. The employee shall not
be paid during said status. The individuals so tested shall also
be referred for an alcohol assessment.
6. The city of Poughkeepsie shall pay for the testing required by
